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Reader Criticism
is no worthwhile magazine published which does not
receive criticism from its readers.
Sometimes the a-iticism is in the
f?rm of threats to cancel subscriptions.
Recently the Editor of The Lutheran discussed this matter in
his "In Conclusion" page. In reply to a critic who wrote that he
would "wring his neck," the Editor quoted a statement from Vol.
I, No. I, of The Lutheran, July
6, I86o, as follows:

T

HERE

The readers of The Lutheran will
start from the beginning with a clear
understanding that their annual subscription entitles them to receive as
vaJuable a paper as we can make,
but does not make them stockholders in the conscience or convictions
of those who write for it.

We like that. It is straightforward. It takes for granted that

THE

EDITORS

the editorial policy is honest and
upright and that no honorable
editor or writer will allow himself
to be swayed in his convictions bv
every passing whim or fancy o~
the part of the reading public.
That the readers may and will
disagree with the editors and writers of a magazine stands to reason.
That the readers have the right to
express their disagreement is selfeviden t. That the editors and
writers are not infallible is also
trne. It is also true of the readers.
It is bound to be so that on some
viewpoints and judgments the editors and readers must agree to disagree.

Virtus
Greeks had a word for it,
but so did the Romans. They
called it virtus-manliness, courage, moral fiber. Related to it are
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several English words, among
them "virtue" and "virility."
But there is a difference between virtue and virility as these
are usually understood. The virile
person, in common parlance, is
strong and tough; the virtuous
person, a blue-nose. When applied to international relations,
virility in the form of military
might, industrial potential, and
political domination is a goal for
which nations strive. As for virtue, this comes with might. Or so,
at least, the story goes.
History doesn't go that way.
For "whom the gods would destroy, they first make mad" and
blind with power. As our nation
moves into an era of unprecedented military power and begins to
throw its weight around, it may
be well to recall that virtue can
accomplish its ends only when it
is virile, but also that virility is
worse than useless unless it is virtuous.
The word is virtus.

Notes on Literacy
the week before Labor
Day. I was buying some socks
in our department store and
watching harried salesgirls persuade bargain-hunters of the value
cf their wares.
Then something new was add·
ed. A young mother-she couldn't

I
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have been over 25-and her little
son came by. This was the conversation I overheard:
"Why can't I play ball today,
huh, Mom?"
"Because you have to get some
new clothes and a pencil-box."
"Why do l need them things,
Mom?"
"Those things, Georgie. Anrl
you need them to go to schoo I
next week."
"What's school like?"
"Oh, you'll learn a lot of good
thing·s there. You'll be able to
read the funny papers all by yourself, and many other fine things,
too."
"Will I be able to read the
newspaper like Daddy does every
night?"
"Of course."
"But Daddy always says the
newspaper is full of bad news
a bout bad men. Why should J
]earn to read if that's what it's
like?"
·
The mother had no answer to
that one. And, come to think of
it, neither did I. But by this time,
the little boy has gone to school
and soon, too, he will be learning
to read.

The Rights of the Negroes
1s a burning subject. Today
very few intelligent Christian
people will question the principle

I
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of racial equality or condone racial discrimination. But the problem is more complex than the
aLknowledgment of a simple principle or the condemnation of injustice. Centuries of biased thinking and bigoted practice form
the background of the present
situation. We can hardly expect a
sudden general acceptance, in
principle and practice, of the
ideal of racial equality by the multitude, when we have only recen::]v arrived at a fairly general ac·
ceptance of the ideal of equality
<.mong the whites.
It is a fact that less than a century ago we did not have the general acceptance of the principle
of white equality. W. Somerset
Maug·ham in the July Atlantic,
writing about Charles Dickens .
points out that the great English
novelist throughout life could not
forget that as a boy his parents
had put him to work in a blacking factory. Dickens considered
that shameful, and thought it degrading for him to consort with
the other boys working in the factory. Maugham says: "He [Dickens] lived at a time when to be
a gentleman was to be one of
God's chosen creatures." In Germany until very recent times, in
fact, until after World War I the
division of society into various
Stiinde was unalterable. Conditions were no better in France
and Italy. It was not until the

l
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sewnd decade of this century that
lmmen received equal rights with
men in our country.
In short, it has taken a great
deal of time to establish a degree
of equal rights among whites and
it stands to reason that it will
take time to obtain a general recognition and acceptance of racial
equality of the Negroes. Patience
and sober thinking and action
a.re very much in order all around.

On Transcending Modernity
is, in general, a
rather emancipated and progressive person. He reads The Nation and is well-versed in detective fiction. One of his hobbies is
the study of extra-sensory perception, and he is well acquainted
with the mysteries of mushroom
cookery. One thing thoughHe rolls his own.
Though he holds a Ph.D. degree from a prominent midwestern university and keeps up with
the la test trends in science, philosophy, and literature, he has
refused to permit the modern
world, with its technical knowhow, to invade his smoking habits. And he holds to this remnant
of primitivism despite furniture
and clothing that are charred with
the irresponsible ashes from his
homemade cigarettes.
All the blandishments and

M
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siren-like allurements of cigarette
hucksters are wasted on him.
Neither the chant of a tobacco
auctioneer nor the promise of a
treat instead of a treatment can
convince him to change. He continues to insist that roll-your-owns
are cheaper, milder, and bettertasting.

Some have defied modernity by
becoming hermits or living in
ivory towers. Others have completely succumbed to the shallowness and superficiality of contemporary civilization. But my colleague has succeeded in transcending it with a few thin slips of
paper and a bag of Bull Durham.

)

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on. the
other side."
- PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

BY

0.

P.

KRETZMANN

immediately of a few friends for
whom the new treasure would
also be a true and gracious moment ... and so-the familiar introductory sentence begins to ring
in the mind: "I was just reading
around the other day and ran
across"A little mimeographed pamphlet entitled "First Echoes"
lands on the desk .... It is a collection of translations from Slovak
poetry by Jaroslav Vajda who has
appeared in the pages of THE
CRESSET a number of times. . . .
Although I have not even the remotest acquaintance with the originals, the translations have real
power and authenticity. . . . Apparently Mr. Vajda has been able
to catch the spirit and content of
the original with accuracy and
distinction. . . . By the way, this
is a very rare thing in translations.
. . . Those of us who read more
than one language are able to
check that quite regularly. . . .
Few translators are able to catch
the full power and beauty of the

September Notes
of the good things about
O NEsummer
is that one's reading
can be more casual and haphazard
than the rigors of the winter
schedule will permit. . . . It is
true, of course, that the professional journals and the magazines
devoted to opinion still appear at
the desk regularly, but somehow
the conscience is more ready to
lay them aside and to permit the
. opening of a book that has little
to do with the immediate and
practical. ... In fact, this becomes
necessary when the temperature
is in the So's and go's and the sun
lies still on the fields beyond
town .... By September, then, the
mind is cluttered like an old and
homely room, with accumulations,
warm and pleasant, which have
little or nothing to do with the
tasks of the office and the study.
... Strangely enough, these gatherings of a wandering way cry out
to be shared . . . one picks up a
stray volume, reads something
good and beautiful, and thinks
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original. ... Mr. Vajda, however,
does that and I should like to
share a few of his translations
with anyone who may be interested in sound, authentic verse ....
To the ideal, 0 Youth, faithfully
hold fast!
for should you once let go of this
you sink in the abyss
and in your heart find but a stone
at last.
I have not grasped it totally,
only a crumb ... so hastily life ran;
Sundays at least it belongs to me:
once a week I am a blessed man!
(Letorosty I, ig)
I too am just a leaf, perhaps to
multiply
my kind. My lowly twig, now burdensome
with shade and hunger felt no sunshine. I,
grumbling? No. My flower shall
soon come.
Could I but see the fruit, why, then
resigned,
I'd place me in the bosom of the
wind.
(Letorosty II)
Not when your heart is torn with
fresh confusion
nor in joy's random moment start
your song.
Not in enthusiasm's brief illusion
nor when black fury rages in you
long!
But when the hurt of pain at iong
last flees
when you can hear its dying epilogue,
and fortune has resumed her tranquil jog-

then will God grant you richest
harmonies!"
(Poetovi)

Every casual survey of my
shelves ends in spending a moment or two with Sir Arthur
Quiller-Couch, for many years Edward VII Professor of English Literature at the University of Cambridge. . . . No one in our time
has written of English Literature
with greater charm and perception. . . . Particularly striking is
his Inaugural Lecture at Cambridge at the time of his appointment to the famous Chair in 1912.
. . . He discusses the characteristics of great writing, particularly the manner which critics once
called the "Grand Style." ... He
points out that it is almost impossible to define great writing. . . .
Then he proceeds to give some
marvelous examples of the mountain peaks of English Literature.
"When Viola says simply:
I am all the daughters of my father's
house,
And all the brothers too,

or Macbeth demands of the Doctor:
Canst thou not minister to a mind
diseased,
Pluck from the memory a rooted
sorrow . . . ?

or Hamlet greets Ophelia, reading her Book of Hours, with
Nymph, in thy orisons
Be all my sins remembered!

·/
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or when Milton tells of his dead
friend how
Together both, ere the high lawns
appear'd
Under the opening eyelids of the
morn,
We drove afield,

or describes the battalions of
Heaven:
On they move
Indissolubly firm; nor obvious hill,
Nor strait'ning vale, nor wood, nor
stream divides
Their perfect ranks,

or when Gray exalts the great
commonplace:
The boast of heraldry, the pomp of
power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth
e'er gave,
Awaits alike th' inevitable hour.
The paths of glory lead but to the
grave,

or when Keats casually drops us
such a line as
The journey homeward to habitual
self,

or, to come down to our own
times and to a living poet, when
I open on a page of William Wat-

son and read:
0 ancient streams, 0 far descended
woods,
Full of the fluttering of melodious

souls! ...
'why then (will say the initiated
one), why worry me with any

7

definition of the Grand Style in
English, when here, and here, and
again here - in all these lines,
simple or intense or exquisite or
solemn-I recognize and feel the
thing?'"
This recognition and feeling of
the real thing is the ultimate
touchstone of sound writing. . . .
I'm quite sure, too, that behind it
must be an original emotion
which has been deeply and sin,
cerely experienced. . . .
During the past two or three
years I have referred a number
of times to the curious fact that
one of the most popular writers
of our day is an Oxford don whose
business it is to defend the basic
assumptions of Christianity. . . .
The interest in Mr. C. S. Lewis'
work still remains at high tide.
. .. Whatever he says is always
interesting and illuminating. . . .
From the point of view of the
trained theologian he is not always accurate or orthodox. . . .
De~pite these faults, however, he
has a way of saying things which
reaches into the dark corners of
the modern mind. . .. When the
dust of immediacy has settled I
believe that his little book Beyond Personality will probably
be recognized as his outstanding
contribution before i948 .... One
of the most important chapters in
this little volume is one entitled
"Nice People or New Men." ...
This should be read by every

8
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smug, satisfied member of the
Christian Church throughout the
western world. . . .
For mere improvement is not redemption, though redemption always improves people even here and
now and will, in the end, improve
them to a degree we cannot yet
imagine. God became man to turn
creatures into sons: not simply to
produce better men of the old kind
but to produce a new kind of man.
It is not like teaching a horse to
jump better and better but like turning a horse into a winged creature.
Of course, once it has got its wings,
it will soar over fences which could
never have been jumped and thus
beat the natural horse at its own
game. But there may be a period,
while the wings are just beginning
to grow, when it can't do so: and at
that stage the lumps on the shoulders
-no one could tell by looking at
them that they are going to be wings
--may even give it an awkward appearance.
But perhaps we have already spent
too long on this question. If you
want an argument against Christianity (and I well remember how eagerly I looked for such arguments when
I began to be afraid it was true) you
can easily find some stupid and unsatisfactory Christian and say, "So
there's your boasted new man! Give
me the old kind." But if once you
have begun to see that Christianity
is on other grounds probable, you
will know in your heart that this is
only evading the issue. What can you
ever really know of other people's
souls-of their temptations, their op-

portunities, their struggles? One soul
in the whole creation you do know:
and it is the only one whose fate is
placed in your hands. If there is a
God, you are, in a sense, alone with
Him. You cannot put Him off with
speculations about your next door
neighbors or memories of what you
have read in books. What will all
that chatter and hearsay count (will
you even be able to remember it?)
when the anaesthetic fog which we
call "nature" or "the real world"
fades away and the Presence in which
you have always stood becomes palpa·
ble, immediate, and unavoidable?

A few happy hours during the
waning summer were provided by
a new edition of the greatest English devotional book, A Serious
Call to a Devout and Holy Life,
by William Law.... Republished
by The Westminster Press, prefaced by a splendid introduction
by J. V. Moldenhawer, it still
rings true and powerful. . . . It
is interesting to see how timeless
a really Christian book can be
. . . one that reaches down into
the well-springs of the Christian
faith and comes up with the eternal, immutable and unique truths
of the Gospel. ... Such a book is
Law's famous series of meditations. . . . Note for example the
modern application of the following paragraphs:
I cannot see why every gentleman,
merchant, or soldier, should not put
those questions seriously to himself.
What is the best thing for me to
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intend and drive at in all my actions? How shall I do to make the
most of human life? What ways shall
I wish that I had taken, when I am
leaving the world?
Now to be thus wise, and to make
thus much use of our reason, seems
to be but a small and necessary piece
of wisdom. For how can we pretend
to sense and judgment, if we dare not
seriously consider, and answer, and
govern our lives by that which such
questions require of us?
Shall a nobleman think his birth
too high a dignity to condescend to
such questions as these? Or a tradesman think his business too great, to
take any care about himself?
Now here is desired no more devotion in anyone's life, than the answering these few questions requires.
Any devotion that is not to the
greater advantage of him that uses
it than anything that he can do in
the room of it; any devotion that
does not procure an infinitely greater
good than can be got by neglecting
it, is freely yielded up; here is no
demand of it.
But if people will live in so much
ignorance, as never to put these questions to themselves, but push on a
blind life at all chances, in quest of
they know not what, nor why; without ever considering the worth, or
value, or tendency of their actions,
without considering what God, reason, eternity, and their own happiness require of them; it is for the
honour of devotion, that none can
neglect it, but those who are thus
inconsiderate, who dare not inquire
after that which is the best, and most
worthy of their choice.

I
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This certainly takes care of all
our vague and shallow secularists,
as well as the religionists who
have turned their attention from
God to man....
I devote a few hours to Mr.
Arnold J. Toynbee's "Civilization
on Trial." ... Reluctantly I must
admit that much of it was quite
disappointing.... Toynbee's generalizations are not always valid.
. . . On the other hand, he frequently presents insights which
become significant for our consideration of the problems that face
the Wes tern world. . . . In one of
his lectures he asks the question:
"What will future historians say
about our Twentieth Century
world? What will they consider
the outstanding characteristic and
fact?" . . . His answer should be
read by all of us who may at times
be confused and bewildered by
the shouting immediacy of the
headlines and the radio.
What will be singled out as the
salient event of our time by future
historians, centuries hence, looking
back on the first half of the twentieth
century and trying to see its activities
and experiences in that just proportion which the time-perspective sometimes reveals? Not, I fancy, any of
those sensational or tragic or catastrophic political and economic
events which occupy the headlines of
our newspapers and the foregrounds
of our minds; not wars, revolutions,
massacres, deportations, famines,
gluts, slumps, or booms, but some-
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thing of which we are only half-conscious, and out of which it would be
difficult to make a headline. The
things that make good headlines attract our attention because they are
on the surface of the stream of life,
and they distract our attention from
the slower, impalpable, imponderable movements that work below the
surface and penetrate to the depths.
But of course it is really these deeper,
slower movements that, in the end,
make history, and it is they that
stand out huge in retrospect, when
the sensational passing events have
dwindled, in perspective, to their
true proportions. . . .
Future historians will say, I think,
that the great event of the twentieth
century was the impact of the Western civilization upon all the other
living societies of the world of that
day. They will say of this impact
that it was so powerful and so pervasive that it turned the lives of all its
victims upside down and inside out
-affecting the behaviour, outlook,
feelings, and beliefs of individual

men, women, and children in an intimate way, touching chords in human souls that are not touched by
mere external material forces-however ponderous and terrifying. This
will be said, I feel sure, by historians
looking back on our times even from
as short a time hence as A.D. 2047.

End of notes on summer reading. . . . This morning the first
leaves of autumn were lying on
the sidewalk, beaten down by a
sudden storm at midnight. . . .
It is evident that the reading of
summer must be eclectic and wandering and unforced. . . . As soon
as an immediate purpose rears
its head, such reading loses its
charm. . . . As equipment, however, for the hours when the mind
turns in upon itself and the rains
come and the leaves fall-and one
must search for the foundations of
peace-such reading can become
very valuable.

I
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The perennial charm of Dante
Alighieri

The Man Who Went to Hell
By An. HAENTZSCHEL

standing outside of the monastery
and who asked him what he
sought. There was no reply.
·w hen the monk asked a second
time, the answer came, "Peace!"
However, he found no peace until
his body was laid to rest before
the door of the principal church
of Ravenna, where his ashes repose to this day.
Yet this man, Dante Alighieri,
was the greatest mind the city of
Florence ever produced. Having
been denied the rights of citizenship on earth, he turned his
thoughts to the eternal world and
pictured it in song as no one else
has ever done. He entitled his
poem of a hundred cantos "The
Comedy of Dante Alighieri, a
Florentine by nation, but not by
habits." The adjective "divine"
was added by others, much later.
The title "Comedy," so incongruous and disturbing to us, Dante
-explains in a letter to a friend as
having been chosen because the
work is written in the humble

the people of Verona
SOLEMNLY
said to one another, "See,
there is the man who has been in
hell!" They meant and believed
what they said. The man to whom
they pointed was of middle height
and walked somewhat stooping! y;
his long, dark face, with its aquiline nose and its black beard,
was fixed in an expression of
gloom and sadness. That was
more than six hundred years ago,
in the early years of the fourteenth
c~ntury.

The man was a homeless wanderer who had learned
. . . how bitter is the taste
Of others' bread, how weary is
the road
Of going up and down anothers
stairs.
He was an exile from his native
city of Florence, it being decreed
that he was to be burned alive if
he returned. He never went back.
For nineteen years he wandered
from place to place. We have the
letter of a monk who saw him
11
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tongue of the people and has a
happy ending. The first canto is
introductory; thirty-three cantos
deal with each of the three stages
of the journey into the world beyond the veil: Hell, Purgatory.
and Heaven (Inferno, Purgatorio.
l"aradiso).

A New Translation
D£vine Comedy has been
T translated
into many lanHE

guages. Among those who have
rendered it into English is Longfellow. A new translation has just
appeared"" in which the aim ha~
been to tell Dante's story as simply and accurately as possible in
English blank verse (Dante wrote
fa rhyme). The book, measuring
8V2x1 i Y4 inches, is a de luxe edition. The sixty-nine Dore engravings are full-page.
Anyone who wishes to rea<l
Dante's masterpiece in English
should read it in this edition.
White's translation is clearer and
more flowing than any other we
know, and the print is such as t.)
invite reading. And yet we wonder how many who buy the volume will really read it and not
just look at the pictures and sample a bit here and there. Voltaire
said that Dante's fame would con•Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy.
Translated by Lawrence Grant White.
With illustrations by Gustave Dore.
Pantheon Books, New York. 1948. 188
pages. $6.50.

stantly grow because he is read
so little.
White's Dante consists of only
the text, the illustrations, and a
brief table of contents. There are
no notes of any kind. That would
suit T. S. Eliot, who wrote that
in his appreciation of poetry he
always found that the less he
knew about a poet and his work
before he began to read, the better. t But even if one found this to
be the case with other poets, it
may well be questioned whether it
would apply to Dante. Mario Praz
points out that Dante's visions,
without their meaning, are
dreams.
It has been said that in Dante
"ten silent centuries found a
voice." Be that as it may, there
can be no doubt that in him the
latter part of the Middle Ages
speaks and that without some
orientation in medieval conditions
.and modes of thought and in
their impact on his own life much
of the poem must remain obscur~
and meaningless. Dante could
write with simplicity, power, and
deep earnestness only because he
wTote in the light of his own experiences and out of the conviction that he was setting God's
counsels before men. He realized,
indeed, that he was writing an
tEliot, as Prof. Yvor Winters shows,
in The Anatomy of Nonsense, has curious notions about the relative role of
understanding and feeling in poetry.
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imperishable book, but it was not
primarily a desire for Ii terary
fame that led him on. He wrote
because he felt that the call of
duty was on him to witness against
the moral, political, and spiritual
chaos of his day-the cause of the
sufferings of mankind and of his
own-and to point out the way to
a better life.
·

The Poet's Life
had been born in 1265
in a Florentine family of
some note. He received the best
education then available. When
he was nine years old, he met a
girl slightly younger, Beatrice
Portinari, who made a deep and
lasting impression on him. He
adored her with the courtly love
of the troubadours, writing sonnets and ballads in her praise.
She married another and died at
the age of twenty-five, and Dante
resolved that if he lived long
enough he would "say of her what
has never been said of any wo1nan."
In the year 1300, having married the daughter of one of the
powerful families of the city and
having become prominent in politics, Dante was made a member
of the ruling Signoria, or Council,
of Florence. It was not for long.
Italy was torn by dissension and
strife. The long struggle for power
between the popes and the German emperors of the house of

D
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Hohenstaufen had ended in 1268,
with the tragic death of Conradin,
the last of the Hohenstaufen, at
the hands of Charles of An jou,
with the connivance of the vindictive Pope Clement IV. But that
did not heal the breach between
the two factions into which Italv
had been split by that struggl~.
the pro-papal Guelphs and the
anti-papal Ghibellines. In the
year 1302, Pope Boniface VIII intervened in his interest in the affairs of Florence through Charles
of Valois, and Dante, among
others, was banished from the city.
It was in his exile that he
wrote his Comedy, the first grand
opus of its kind since Virgil's
Aeneid was written in the time of
.A.ugustus, over thirteen hundred
years before. He began to write
it in Latin but soon became convinced that his work would have
a wider appeal if he used the vernacular Italian. Dante, from his
childhood on, seems to have been
subject to vivid hallucinatory experiences, which he termed visions. His poem is a vision of tht
after-life in which the conceptions
of medieval Christianity and pagan mythology are blended in a
bizarre mixture.

The Vision
The action begins on Good Friday of the year 1300. Dante is
lost "in a dusky wood," terrified
by a gaunt, grim she-wolf (i.e., the
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political power of papal Rome)
who pursues him. A man appears
to him who turns out to be Virgil,
sent by Beatrice in heaven with
God's permission to be his guide.
Virgil prophesies that one wilJ
come who will save Italy from the
she-wolf, so that
Through every city he shall drive
her on
Until again she takes her place in
hell.
The Roman poet then leads Dante to a gate over which is graven
the well-known inscription:
THROlJGH ME LIES THE ROAD
THE CITY OF GRIEF.

'fO

THROUGH ME LIES THE PATHWAY
TO WOE EVERLASTING. • • .
ABANDON HOPE, ALL YE WHO ENTER
HERE!

Dante and his guide pass
through the gate into the Inferno
and are greeted by the wails and
shrieks of "those who have no
}:ope of death." Charon ferries
them across the Acheron. They
come first to limbo, where are the
souls of unbaptized infants and
of Homer and other illustrious
pagans. After this they pass successively through seven circles of
hell, each lower in the bowels of
the earth than the preceding one.
The descent to Malebolge, the
eighth circle, they have to mak~
on the back of a monster. They
find the damned segregated ac-

cording to the type of their sins,
each group suffering its specific
torments. There are found, as
Voltaire puts it, "some cardinals,
some popes, and plenty of Florentines." In a portion of Malebolge
i~ the place assigned to the simonists, those who sell sacred things
for money. They are hung head
downward in fiery pits. Among
them is Pope Nicholas III, who
is awaiting the arrival of Boniface
VIII, the reigning pope, and of
his successor, Clement V. The
giant Antaeus lowers Dante arnl
Virgil into the abyss, the pit oE
11ell, where at the center of the
earth Beelzebub is .frozen to midbreast in the Lake of Ice.
Clambering down the back uf
Beelzebub, Dante and Virgil pass
the center of the earth and then
climb upward through a hollow
in the rock until they emerge on
the Southern Hemisphere, direct1y opposite Jerusalem (which is
the center of the Northern Hemisphere). Here the mount of Purgatory rises out of the sea. It is
now the dawn of .Easter morning.
The wanderers, oddly enough, arc
accosted by Cato, the Censor, who
guards that shore. A vessel carrying souls, piloted by an angel,
lands on the beach. Dante and
his guide begin to climb the
mountain, and it takes them a
whole day to reach and enter the
gate of Purgatory. On the way
they meet many shades who must

J
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wander long years before they are
even admitted.
Purgatory consists of seven terraces on the mountain, on each
of which the souls are punished
for one of the seven deadly sins:
pride, envy, wrath, sloth, avarice,
gluttony, and lust. Though their
mfferings are intense, they do not
try to escape them, for they know
that only by suffering cari they
be purged and be permitted to
go on to the next terrace. Beyond
the seventh terrace lies the terrestrial paradise, the garden of Eden,
'vhich Virgil cannot enter. Now
Beatrice makes a rather theatrical
appearance with an escort of angels, and after Dante has drunk
of the rivers Lethe (to forget the
bad) and Eunoe (to remember the
good), Beatrice becomes his guide
through heaven.
Dante's heaven is naturally constructed on Ptolemaic lines. There
are first the seven lower heavens,
those of the sun, the moon, and the
five planets then known. Now follow the heaven of the fixed stars
and the heaven of the primum
mobile, which imparts motion
t0 the heavens below it. Finally,
the tenth heaven is the Empyrean,
the heaven of rest, of the presence
of God. Dante, guided by Beatrice through one heaven after
another, finds them inhabited bv
different classes of the blessed.
While, e.g., theologians are in the
fourth heaven, that of the sun,
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l1ermits rate the seventh, that of
Saturn.
As regards the relative merit '>f
the three parts of the Comedy,
we find ourselves in agreement
with those who hold, like Macaulay, that the Paradiso is far inferior to the other two. Also, the
Purgatorio seems to us decidedly
inferior to the Inferno. The Paradiso is full of scholastic disquisitions on philosophic and theological questions, and Dante, being
evidently at a loss to give the
blessed something to do, has them
spin in celestial pinwheels, sets
swarms of them to spelling out
letters in the air, and the like.

Dante and the Papacy
Indispensable to an understanding of the whole poem is Dante·:;
attitude toward the papacy. He
acknowledges the pope as vicegerent of Christ in spiritual matters and fully accepts the doctrinal position of the medieval
church with all its corruptions of
New Testament teachings. His
doctrine of salvation is contained
iu the lines:
AI ore bounteous was God, to give
Himself
That man might merit life himself by his own worth,
T ban if direct forgiveness had
been granted.
He enthusiastically subscribes to
the cult of the Virgin Mary,
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which was then bursting into full My place, my place that now lies
vacant there
hloom. He admires asceticism.
The pretensions of the papacy Bcf ore the presence of the Son of
Godto worldly power, however, Dante
bitterly denounces. His sharpest H e made a sewer of my sepulchr~
invectives are directed against With blood and filth.
Boniface VIII who, in 1302, in
the bull Unam Sanctam, declared He also complains:
that temporal authority is subject That I should figure on a seal
to the spiritual power and that Afjixed to bargained-for indulit is "altogether necessary to salgencesvation that every human creature Thereat I often blush, feeling hot
should be subject to the Roman
shame.
Pontiff" (a dictum which is still
binding on Roman Catholics).
As Peter thus lashes out at BoniWe have heard of the place in face, the entire heaven blushes
hell prepared for Boniface before with him in sympathetic shame
he was even dead. Speaking of and anger.
the forged document on which
Dante insisted that the pope
rested the papal claim to secular should be the universal authority
authority, Dante mourns:
in spiritual matters, while an emperor of the Holy Roman Empire
Ah, Constantine! How evil was should hold universal sway in
the seed
stcular affairs. Thus the divisions
Sawn. not by your conversion, but of mankind would be healed, and
by the dower
an era of unity and peace would
The first rich father once received cl escend on the earth. It was an
from }'Ou!
early dream of One World, destined to remain unfulfilled. The
Boniface is characterized as a triumph of the papacy over the
Pharisee, as the new Pilate, and emperors had been a Pyrrhic vicas that man
tory, for in achieving it the papacy
had lost its moral hold on
Who plots where Christ is daily
the Christian world. Boniface
bought and sold.
VIII lived to see the work of
In the eighth heaven St. Peter Charlemagne undone, but he also
lived to see his own claim to postorms:
litical authority laughed to scorn
He that on earth hath now by Philip the Fair of France, who
humiliated the papacy and made
usurped my place-
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it his tool. After another two hundred years the spiritual authority
of the papacy, too, was to be
broken.

Dante has been called "the last
voice of the Middle Ages" anJ
also, not without justice, "the
prophet of the Reformation."

Home Thoughts Over Frankfort
You who sleep throughout the watches of the night
In tree-lined inland streets, with brick immobile,
From sleepy night-cap time till sun-up coffee,
Will finally know us best on city corners
Offering you five cent pencils, ties, and toffee
Wrapped in wax-bright paper: briefed in hate, ignoble
Now in suit of dun, wearing scorn with scorners.
Acquainted with the harsher springs of want, we may slight
The tributes freely lavished from the public shrine,
To reweigh our cancered dearth as day meets day. Then sight
Of us will scarcely call to mind those who fought,
Breakfasting upon their inner hearts, astringent in the brine
And subtle desiccation of hope, delay, and waste,
Ache of home, of love, and, 0 Patriot, such weeping
As time allows; lost to bravery when too much aghast
Before processions of the deadlier silent foe: the creeping
Never reaching, sky-diminishing, unhaste
0£ every day beginning this· one day before the last.
HORACE

l
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Some Impressions of Germany
By

THEODORE GRAEBNE R

The Clocks Are Running
in Germany
In a visit to Frankfort, Berlin,
Stuttgart, Mannheim, Darmstadt,
Augsburg, M uenchen, this is one
strange observation we made-the
clocks are running. In hotels
standing amidst indescribable destruction, the clocks are running.
At the air fields and in the railroad stations, the clocks are running. A jeweler will have six
"1atches in his showcase, where he
used to exhibit probably fifty,
but they are all in running order.
In the center of Frankfort there
is the ruin of a church standing
amidst the debris in the wake of
a 1944 block-buster, the gaunt
walls outlined against the sky, and
a spire completely gutted, with
only the steel framework standing.
Half way up in the belfry there is
a great clock; it is keeping time
and striking the quarter hours.
The German clocks are running. Germany is making time.
There is a future. What kind of
future will it be?
The answer which one may give
in July, 1948, may be r eferred to

as a complete miscue two months
later. But we shall hardly be far
from wrong when we see right
around the corner the final plunge
into the abyss and the word "finis" at the end of German's history as a people. As one of a party
of five who were given for the
space of ten weeks every opportunity which the American military government could provide, I
will say that such is the inescapable lot of the fatherland of the
Reformation, if the American and
British occupation forces are withdrawn. Unless for a long term of
years-how long no one can say
-the occupation of western Ge·cmany is continued under the present program of military government, Russia will cut through the
country and through Denmark,
Holland, Belgium and France,
and plant the red flag of Communism over every town hall in
1'\iestern Europe. And Germam
know this. They are anxious! y
watching the minutes, the days,
the weeks ticked off by the clock.~
lOimding out the hours on the
street corners and from the
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steeples. How long, before the
final incursion from the East,
when a beaten nation will go
down to final ruin? Sheet lightnings are playing now, and ean
are being strained to hear the
dreaded thunder of the planes
and tanks. I asked an intelligen•.
German whether they would have
1,1.ore than broomsticks to defem~
themselves with against Soviet
Russia in case-and the answer
was, "No, and there are today in
German homes few broomsticks."

Is It Worth Saving?
Why get excited about Germany? Well, why get excited about
anything outside the three mile
limit? !'America for the Americans." "Leave Europe to the Europeans." "\t\Thy meddle in continental quarrels?" "Why put the
British Empire back on its feet?"
"Bring our boys home!" "Give the
Germans a chance to re build their
economy." "What business have
we over there anyhow?" It may
well be that civilization will perish
because of ignorance parading as
patriotism and common sense and
answering the approaching crest
of doom with a few smart slogans.
Ignorance-and hatred. I refer
to schemes like the Morgenthau
plan, which would make of Germany an agricultural country.
This means, decree the starvation
of 60,000,000 Germans and 15,000,000 refugees. German soil is

j_
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not rich. The beautifully cultivated fields which you see from
the Autobahn and from the air
would be barren as our Western
dust-bowl is after a year of drouth.
These lands have been cultivated
for more than two thousand years.
They yield crops only if fertilized
artificially every crop-season. Even
so they are far from feeding the
nation, not to speak of the DP's
and refugees. The Morgenthau
plan can be understood as the expression of racial hatred, engendered by the persecution of the
Jews 1940-1945. Of the inhuman
nature of this persecution no one
can harbor any doubt after reading Kogon's terrible book Der
S-S Staat (1946). But who will
spend a month or two in Germany
and then subscribe to a policy of
extermination by such schemes as
the Morgenthau plan? I doubt
whether a single American, even
though he has lost a son or brother in the war, would be found
willing to take a child off the
sidewalks of M uenchen or Wiesbaden and say: "Let it die of starvation."
We have sat for hours with many
intelligent Germans and discussed
the guilt of N aziism. Not one
voice was raised in defense of Hitler's system of slave-labor, his concentration camps, his ruthless
breaking of solemn promises, his
turning against friendly nations
with the fury of a Bengalese tiger,
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his permitting· 250 great c1ues to
be laid in ruins ranging from fifty to ninety percent even when
he knew the war was lost, his
hatred of Christianity, his destruction of personal liberty, his personal promotion of the most bestial treatment of prisoners, his deceptions, and that of which his
entire Nazi party was guilty-his
betrayal of national confidence
and his plotting against the peace
of the world. I say, we heard all
this reported by men of Christian
integrity, speaking as eye- and
ear-witnesses. But all this is not
the answer to the question, "Is
Germany worth saving?"

A Rebirth of Christianity
Those who speak so much as a
single word in defense of the policies and practices on which Nazi
dominion was raised are not fit to
pronounce judgment on any question of human conduct. The most
horrible record of human atrocity
and subhuman violations of every
civilized sentiment, until recently, was Grimmelshausen's book
Simplicius Simplicissimus, a description of the Thirty Years' War
(1618-1648). The book is a tame
performance indeed compared
with the depths of man's depravity described . in Gisevius' To the
Bitter End, Shirer's Berlin Diary,
Herrman's It's Your Souls We
Want, and Kogon's The S.-S. State.
Visitors to Buchwald, Auschwitz,

Belsen, and Dachau have had the
ocular evidence in the gas chambers and crematories now in the
same state as when the American
troops took them over. The world
can never forget the concentration
camps, nor the slave labor system,
nor the policy of ruthless murder
and arson which left Poland and
White Russia-an area as large as
Eastern United States to the Mississippi-howling wildernesses.
But a truthful account will not
over look three factors:
(1) From the beginning it was
the Christian Church that raised
its voice in challenge against
Naz.iism.
(2) Christians never approved
of atrocities concerning which, it
must be added, the common people had no knowledge.
(3) There is a rebirth of religious interest, of Christian profession, of church life in all parts
of Germany. Even before the. fall
of N aziism, the German people
had remained an honest, highly
intelligent, hard working nation,
true to ancient traditions. But
there is in addition today a revival of religious interest which is
the best harbinger of a rebirth of
Germany. As member of a group
of American theologians who have
been in daily contact for weeks
with professors and clergymen
from all parts of Germany, the
writer will say that the prospects
of a return of German Lutherans
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in number, not counting millions of refugees-to a more
confessional stand, to simple
Christian faith and revitalized
educational, literary, and missionary activities, are based on evidences that are beyond dispute.
And with the support of high
educational standards, organizing
ability, and a new spirit of religious devotion, there is the Germany that is to be, and is even
now finding its soul and its voice,
with new opportunities of leadership in the arts of peace and the
activities of religion.
-40,000,000

An Ancient Culture
When the Greek world-empire
founded by Alexander went down
in ruins it was because its civilization had become materialistic and
the low state of its morals a byword among the nations. The Roman empire five hundred years
later crashed because its citizens
had become lovers of pleasure
and devoid of those elements of
character which are necessary to
preservation as a people. There
are times when a civilization goes
down in utter collapse. To a traveler in the Germany of 1948 the
thought often recurs that this is
a people which has lost the rudiments of cultural life and is on
the way to extinction. The simplest foods-butter, eggs, coffeeare unobtainable to the German
housewife. There is no tooth-
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paste, no toilet soap. no simple
household gadgets such as are
found in the most humble American city home. But there is still
a rich civilization dwelling in the
hearts and minds of the German
people, and preserved in countless
evidences where the war has not
struck.
At a restaurant in Muenchen I
picked up a stack of music lying on
the piano of the little orchestra.
There were compositions by Humperdinck, Mozart, Bizet, Schubert,
Debussy-compare this with the
musical trash played by the orchestras in our best American hotels. We attend church at the St.
Lukas Kirche in Muenchen, and
the organist plays at our request
Bach's Toccata and Fugue in B
Minor, and plays the entire colossal composition from memory. We
walk down the streets of small
towns in the Bavarian Alps, and
there are on hand everywhere evidences of the artistic spirit that
is producing, in these humble
homes, masterpieces of carving,
embroidery, painting, porcelain,
silverware, glassware unrivalled in
the whole world. We tune in on
the radio and hear from one of
the smaller cities a performance
of Tristan und Isolde. At a church
service a tenor sings a marvelous
Hallelujah-he turns out to be
a refugee from Siebenbuergen
(Transylvania).
The small towns and villages of
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southern Germany are still among
the most beautiful in the entire
world. And those who dwell in
them are small people, very poor,
and in almost every house there is
quartered a family of refugees.
But these hamlets are the photographer's despair; he could use up
ten thousand feet of film every
few days. With their beautifully
designed stone houses, roofed
with red tile, and their gardens
and vegetable patches, one would
think they were designed for tourist admiration, but few are ever
seen by tourists; people know only
beauty in their home architecture. And they are so desperately
poor that a tip of two cigarettes
is received with gratitude.
A civilization as genuine and
idealistic as this cannot die. And
a~ long as Christian sentiment
dwells in 1these beamed living
rooms and tiny chalets they will

never be crushed by ignorance
and brutality. The stars in their
course will fight against any endeavor to destroy such a rich
culture from the earth. The movements of the past, of the middle
ages, of Reformation days are all
around, small cities with churches
(Lutheran, some of them) that
today would cost five million dollars to erect in America, beautiful old city halls, ancient inns
and W einstuben, where the ancestors lived and left marks of
their culture and their sense of
the beautiful. With it all a feel
for the heritages of bygone ages,
·which permits no desecration, and
which ennobles life in the simplest homes. All of human history is an effort to produce such
a culture. Let our occupation
army stay in Germany until its
preservation, and its devotion to
noble ends, is secure.

A Farmer's Hands
Gnarled,
Rough and brown
With many a summer sun,
They speak.

Strong,
Lifting here,
Guiding along a path there,
They help.

Still,
Folded now,
In humility and awe
They pray.
OLIVE MARIE COOK
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ASTROLABE
By
W. G. POLACK

In a Lighter Vein
POOR CHIROGRAPHISTS
Chirography, some people
~claim, is rapidly becoming a
lost art, largely because of the
rather general use of the typewriter. We must say that of the handwritten letters that come to our
desk most of them are very legible,
many of them are beautifully
done, a few are badly, very badly
written. So our own experience
does not bear out the claim that
the art of handwriting is dying
out.
Strangely enough, the poorly
written letters we receive are
often from correspondents whose
opinions we value highly. But
when we can only guess at what
they are trying to tell us, the dilemma we are in is very real. We
have been tempted to have the
following verse printed on a card
which we could append to such

letters and return them to the
senders; but we have not had the
nerve to do so:
Dear Friend:
lf this your letter holds advice.
I'm sure we'd gladly heed it,
And thank you for it in a triceIf we could only read it!

A

FROG CHORUS
Our knowledge of what has
been produced by our great
musicians is not sufficient to say
whether any of them has ever
done a fro ·· chorus. It seems to
us that something good could be
made out of it for orchestra. Th(!
other night as we sat on our beach
enjoying a last smoke before retiring, we were enthralled by the
combination of sounds that fell
on our ears. It was late enough
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so that the sounds made by humans were mostly absent; but
there was the rhythmic lapping of
the waves against the shore, the
occasional creak of a chain that
held a boat to its moorings, the
call of some night bird, the soft
rustling of the leaves, all of which
formed a fitting background for
the chorus of the frogs, with an
obligato of cricket chirping. We
hesitated to turn in for bed, so
captivating were the sounds of
that night.
Then, a few days later, we read
the news item that in far-off Japan someone had conceived the
idea of broadcasting a frog chorus
direct from one of the lakes there.
We can well believe that that particular program will have an appreciative · audience.
As a frog chorus usually continues on through the night, the
stamina of these amphibians is
really something to marvel at.
They seem to have leather throats
that enable them to carry on untiringly. Perhaps it is from sheer
exhaustion that they do finally
stop.
.
At any rate it was this question
that prompted these lines:
Lines to a Frog
Some nights when I hear you
croaking,
I sense a note of pain;
As though to death you were
choking,
Never to croak again.

Sometimes it becomes a low purring,
As though you had lost your
zestLike the sound of a bobwhite
whirring
Out from its hidden nest.
Sometimes, like an anvil chorus,
You and your company
Send out a song sonorous
That drives sleep far from me.
Frog, I am only joking;
Go on, as heretofore;
But tell me, from all that croaking
Is your throat never sore?

FISHING
~ In recent years, we are told,
~ the number of people who indulge in the art of fishing has
grown by leaps and bounds. The
number of gadgets to be used in
pursuit of this sport has increased
to such proportions that the manufacture and sale of them has
become big business. The manufacture of lures alone engages
the activity of thousands of people. We ourselves must confess
that fishing is our favorite form
of recreation and has been since
childhood. Years ago we penned
these lines and have not changed
our mind with the passing of the
years:
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I Don't Know Why
I don't know why I find such fun
In going out on stream or 'lake
And sitting in the broiling sun
Until my head and muscles
acheA pole in hand, a line and hook,
On it a squirming worm as bait;
Long hours for a nibble look
And watch and wait and watch
and wait!
I don't know why I spend my cash

To buy new hooks, some large,
some small;
I don't know why I am so rash
Since fish so seldom bite at all;
New poles I get, new bait I try,
And yet it all seems so in vain,
\\Then what I catch is just small
fry
And must be thrown back in
again!
I don't know why I so enjoy
To fish at every chance I find ;
It was so when I was a boy,
And passing years don't change
my mind;
If there's a reason I know none;
Nor do I care, for this is true:
I don't know why I find it fun,
I only know I surely do!
There is a thrill in watching
an adept fisherman play and
land a rainbow trout or a smallmouth bass; but it is a heartwarming sight to observe some
little lad fishing. There is an in-
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terest and eagerness evident as he
goes at his task. Oblivious of his
surroundings, softly whistling to
himself, caring nothing for the
hot sun that beats down on him,
he patiently watches his bobber,
and fishes till he has a catch. We
watched one of these boys from
a modest distance the other day,
and later wrote these lines:

Boy Fishing
He has no special tackleA line, a hook, some worms.
He hooks a worm on firmly
No matter how it squirms;
He chants the age-old singsong:
"O fishy in the brook,
Come now in a big hurry
And jump upon my hook!"
He catches one, another,
And laughs to see them flop,
Until his home-made stringer
Is full right to the top.
Then pole upon his shoulder,
A-whistling off he goes,
And gleefully to Mother
His catch of fishes shows.

SUPERSTITION
We call ourselves a Christian
nation. Yet contrariwise we
are a superstitious people. There
are few of us who are not tinged
with a bit of the fear of the unknown. A rabbit's foot is the favorite charm of many. Some will
not sit down at table if there are
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thirteen present. A black cat crossing the road will cause others to
turn around and take another
way. A broken mirror, spilled
salt, a dog howling at nightthese are serious bad luck omens.
vValking under a ladder is another. We knock on wood, we
keep our fingers crossed, we will
not marry or undertake an important task on Friday or on the
13th day of the month. These are
only a few in.stances that show
our superstitious character as a
people-an indirect con£ession on
our part that we believe things
happen by luck or chance and
not necessarily according to divine
providence.
Luck is no substitute for doing
one's duty. Luck cannot take the
place of labor. Joseph Hergesheimer-or was it Edison?-once
said that success is based on ninety-nine per cent perspiration and
one per cent inspiration. Someone
else wrote: "Good fortune is the
accident that befalls the fit. True
luck ofttimes means rising at six
in the morning-out on the floor
before the alarm clock stops. Living on a dollar if you earn two.
Minding your own business. Luck
dreams dollars, work earns them.
Luck pictures a home while work
builds it. Luck takes a nap while
brains are winning points. Joseph
was a 'lucky fellow,' but part of
his luck was that he demonstrated
his fitness for larger things by his

~1

faithfulness to small ones. When
some seven-by-nine court official
pushed a stumbling block in his
way he stepped on it to rise higher. Jacob had a dream about a
ladder to heaven, but Joseph
built one out of his obstacles. Joseph was true to God and God to
Joseph. The secret of his success
was not luck but God."

"GANG YERE GAIT!"
Margaret T. Appelgarth tells
the following story, well
•
worth repeating:
Church history has no braver
story than that of the little Scotch
girl back in the dark century
when the powers-that-be in Scotland had forbidden all going to
kirk of a Sunday; yet in the gloaming this wee bit lassie was crossing the heath toward a kirk when
a soldier stopped her at the point
of a sword and asked her destination. Doubtless there was a rapidly beating heart under that little
Scotch plaid yoke, but with utter
truthfulness she replied: "And if
it please ye, kind sir, my Elder
Brither has died; soud I nu gang
to my Father's hoose for to see
what He has left me in His last
Wull and Testament."
This fell with a thrifty tune on
his ears and he answered encouragingly: "Aye, aye, lassie! Gang
yere gait!"
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And the fact remains that this
is still the sole reason for churchgoing: to be reminded all over
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again what our Elder Brother has
left each one of us in His last
Will and Testament.

Omen
At the gate
The thing impending,
Without form nor shape,
Settling, leaningEvidence of something
None will ever tell:
The creeping in
Of burden undefined,
The seeping through
Each flaw of time
Of water in
A perforated dam
That never
Held.
At the crenels,
Destroyers carrying
Flame, infiltration
Of vanguard birds
Of prey: in the doom
And shadow of
Batwings slowly
Flapping, space
Defying, time
Denying: Death's
Omens flying
In their final thunder
Of enshrouding
Wings.
HORACE
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AND MUSIC MAKERS
Democratic Symphony
By WALTER A. HANSEN

f\ Mike had Irish blood in his
•. veins. It was pure Irish blood.
But Mike was a citizen of the
United States of America-a citizen by birth. Furthermore, he
was a Democrat.
Mike had one qualification
which set him apart from most
of his fellow citizens. He was a
composer. Among his major works
were two symphonies, a Concerto
for Harp and Orchestra, and a
symphonic poem entitled The
Emerald Isle.
No orchestra had ever performed Mike's compositions. He
had shown his manuscripts to
three or four prominent conductors; but the high and mighty
masters of the baton had merely
patted him on the back and said,
"Keep on working." Meanwhile,
Mike's music remained silent.
Mike was updismayed. He continued to compose. He wrote another symphony-a symphony
based on Irish folk tunes. He

knew, of course, that Ireland had
produced no great composers. No,
he had not overlooked Michael
Balfe, who had written The Bohemian Girl; nor had he failed to
bear in mind that the illustrious
Victor Herbert, whose tunes had
brought delight to many millions,
was born in Dublin. "Nevertheless," said Mike, "the Emerald
Isle has not given a single great
composer to the world."
Did Mike think that he himself
was destined to outstrip Balfe and
Herbert in ability? Did he believe
that one day he would be hailed
as a great compo.s er-a great composer with unadulterated Irish
blood in his veins? No. Mike was
modest. But, as I said before, he
was what the newspaper columnists and the radio commentators
would call a good Democrat. Besides, he was courageous.
Now the course of human
eyents had, for one reason or another, conspired against the Dem-
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ocratic Party. Franklin D. Roose- If it contains nothing more than
velt had managed to hold the abstractions, more or less vague,
Democrats together for a long it's bound to be a fiat failure. My
time. But Franklin D. Roosevelt symphony will be concrete. Everyhad been gathered to his fathers. one will know what my score
Then a man named Harry S. Tru- wants to say, and everyone will
man had taken the wheel, aml understand the meaning, the purthe party had begun to creak. It port, and the message of the com position."
was falling apart at the seams.
"Maybe," thought Mike, true
Democrat that he was, "it will be The American Scene
possible to hold my party tot, Mike sat at his desk and began
gether with music. I'll write a •. to sketch the symphony. There
symphony. When it's performed, would be four movements. The
it'll put new life into the party first part would deal with what is
and knock the Republicans for a customarily called the American
Scene. It would contain rivers,
loop.
"Campaign songs," Mike con- lakes, mountains, hills, valleys,
tinued, "l;iave their merit, but a brooks, rocks, rills, flowers, vegesymphony that's Democratic to tables, weeds, men, women, chilthe very core will, I'm sure, ac- dren, cities, villages, animals,
complish far more than a mere birds, insects, rats, mice, fish, repcampaign song. Think of what tiles, and supermarkets. It would
Shostakovich did for the U.S. S. be a composite picture of the'
R. before and after the war. He United States. It would be filled
wrote a rousing campaign song with contrasts. It would be unfor the United Nations. It served orthodox in form, to be sure, but
its purpose. But who remembers isn't the United States unorthoit now? Shostakovich's sympho- dox in more than one respect?
nies, on the other hand, have
There would be many themes
done much to keep the Commu- in the first movement of Mike's
nist Party a growing concern. At symphony. Mike, I must tell you,
any rate, many seem to think so." is a master of what the pundits
So Mike wrote another sym- call polyphony. He has studied
phony. He dedicated it to the Bach-particularly Die Kunst der
Democratic Party and, in particu- Fuge-in the sweat of his Democratic brow. He has-in the spirit,
lar, to President Truman.
"Nowadays," mused Mike, "a of course-sat for hours on end at
symphony must be picturesque in the feet of Handel. He has literalcharacter. It dare not be abstruse. ly turned Wagner inside out. He
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has devoured Mozart, Brahms,
and Beethoven. He has taken
many leaves out of the book of
Richard Strauss, and, to make his
counterpoint superfine and even
glamorous in texture, he has
chewed Max Reger as a studious
cow chews her cud and as a Missouri mule chews a wooden fence.
Well, the first movement of
Mike's symphony-dedicated, as
you remember, to the Democratic
Party and, in particular, to President Truman-is a marvel in the
matter of construction. Brooks
and rills flow into rivers; rivers
empty into lakes and oceans; vegetables, flowers, and weeds flourish;
animals eat and gambol; rats and
mice gnaw and, as an avocation,
replenish the land with their kind;
insects buzz, crawl, fly, and sting;
men, women, and children work
and play, go to bed at night, and
get up in the morning; cities and
villages bustle with activity; fish
swim and sometimes bite; reptiles
move hither and thither; supermarkets dot the landscape. Yes, it
is what is commonly called the
American Scene.
Mike is canny. Naturally, it was
incumbent upon him to poke fun
at the Republicans. So he combined the reptile theme in a most
ingenious manner with snatches
of 0 Susannah, a song which a
onetime candidate for the presidency had used for all it was
worth. And, since Mike had heard

that Thomas E. Dewey had reminded some clever but indiscreet
soul of a bridegroom on a wedding cake, he devoted forty-eight
bars of the first movement of his
symphony to a diminution-as the
contrapuntists say-of the main
theme, and into the subtly made
fabric of this part of the music
he wove a few bits of Mendelssohn's Wedding March . Then his
irrepressible Democratic spirit
prompted him to restate those
forty-eight measures in the rhythm
of an old-fashioned cake walk.
It is a wonderful first movement-a movement destined to
live forever and a day in the annals of American music.
No, Mike himself does not say
that he has written great music;
but he is well aware of whatever
skill he possesses. Above all, the
work he composed has the ring
of heartfelt and soulfelt conviction and sincerity. It is Democratic music - pugnacious! y and
picturesquely Democratic.
What about the second movement? Well, Mike decided to
make it a Scherzo. It would pay
its respects to Simon-pure jazz,
contain a little boogie-woogie,
quote a bit or two from the music of the North American Indians, and, in the Trio, make use
of Happy Days Are Here Again
and Home on the Range. Mike
remembered, you see, that Happy
Days Are Here Again had played
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an important role in bringing
about the election and three reelections of the cigarette-smoking
Mr. Roosevelt, and he had read
in many a newspaper that F. D. R.
had been exceedingIy fond of
Home on the Range. Besides, the
use of Home on the Range could,
conceivably, win the votes of the
cowboys. Neither bobby-soxers nor
jitterbugs could have cause for
complaint.
Yes, Mike's symphony would
be, first of all, a work of art; but
why, he reasoned, should works
of art not be made to serve utilitarian purposes? "Art for art's
sake," Mike ruminated, "is a finesounding slogan; but at present
I'm all for art for the sake of the
Democratic Party.''
The Scherzo was finished. Then
Mike addressed himself to the
third movement. It would have to
be slow in tempo. What specific
purpose should it serve? "Well,"
thought Mike, "1 must entice the
Negro vote. So I'll use a spiritual
in the texture of the movement.
Then I'll quote from Shortenin'
Bread. It's by no means a mark
of heterodoxy to incorporate a
Ii ttle liveliness in a slow movement.
"In addition, I'll use a few
phrases from The Harp That
Once Through Tara's Halls and,
in one way or another, I'll manage to let Danny Boy and Irish
VVasherwoman come into their
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own. I'm bound, you understand,
to win the hearts of the Irish.
"Slow movements are hard to
write. I must be on my guard
lest the music of this part of my
symphony be depressive. Depressions, you know, are brought
about by Republicans, never by
Democrats.
''I'd like to let this movement
represent the United States as a
great melting-pot; but how can I
do it? Obviously, I can't use German, French, Portuguese, Abyssinian, Egyptian, Italian, Arabian,
Hungarian, Maltese, Afghanistanian, Greek, Armenian, and every
other type of folk music. This
would make the movement too
long.
"I have it. If Beethoven and
Gustav Mahler could employ a
chorus and soloists to supplement
and intensify the message of a
symphcny, why can't I conclude
my work with an anthem calling
upon citizens of the United States
- ·native as well as naturalizedto vote the Democratic ticket?
I'll do just that."

The Finale
h So Mike proceeded to the
"· fourth movement.
It begins with four harsh dissonances-one for Henry Wallace,
one for Norman Thomas, one for
the bone-drys, and one-particularly strident-for the Republi-
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cans and their standard-bearer,
Thomas E. Dewey.
Since Mike wrote his symphony
before the Democratic National
Convention took place, he could
only guess who the candidate
would be. Nevertheless, no one,
not even the bosses in the big
cities, could prevent him from
paying respect, out of the abun·
dance of his heart, to Harry S.
Truman. At any rate, he felt safe
in taking a chance.
Consequently, the first themevigorous in character-does homage to the mules of Missouri,
those sturdy quadrupeds who typify the strength and the solidity of
the Democratic Party at its best
and, at the same time, are dear
to the hearts of the members of
the Teamsters' Union-in spite of
the present predominance of motor trucks.
·
Then the orchestra launches into a brilliant version uf the Missouri Waltz. If Tchaikovsky could
use waltzes in his symphonies,
why couldn't Mike do the same
thing?
After the two themes have been
stated, the development section
bursts forth in all its glory. A
soloist steps forward-a soloist representing a mule-skinner. Naturally, he cannot be a baritone.
Why? Because he would sound
like Dewey. So he is a t~nor.
While the orchestra toys, a la Beethoven, with the mule theme, the

mule-skinner intones "ScuddaHool Scudda-Hayl" Then Mike
out-Beethovens Beethoven and
out-Mahlers Mahler. How? He introduces a pianist playing the
Missouri Waltz with variationsone for the Solid South, one for
the Middle West, one for the
East, one for the West, one for
New England, and one for the
drifters. The pianist, of course,
typifies the man in the White
House.
Next a beautiful soprano steps
to the fore. She sings a spinetingling recitative. "O De-e-e-e-mocrats," she shouts, "no more
of this squabbling. Let us all
sti-i-ick together! Let no rift appear on the hori-i-i-i-izonl" Chorus
and orchestra intone a majestic
double fugue based on the mule
theme and the Missouri Waltz.
The score calls for an air hammer, a buzz saw, and a locomotive whistle-to make sure of the
labor vote. A cowbell calls upon
all good farmers to come to the
aid of the party.
The tenor punctuates the multitudinous and multifarious polyphony with shouts of "ScuddaHool Scudda-Hayl" and the soprano, at regular intervals, cries
out at the top of her Brilnnhildian voice, "Stick together! Stick
together!" Orchestra, soloists,
chorus, and conductor are taxed
to the utmost.
After the double fugue there is

A Land Rebµilds
"My desolation does begin to make a better life."
-ANTHONY AND CLEOPATRA
ACT V, SCENE 2

o SOUL is desolate as . long as there is a human being for
whom it can feel trust and reverence." George Eliot's
thought in "Romola" is still a good ~me to remember when
we look back across the sea and note how, three years after the
close of the war, the youth of the world is striving to rebuild.
Reports come in steadily that are a real joy. Somehow and in
mysterious ways, particularly the youth of the world has discovered the virtue of honest labor with their hands and the
joy of seeing things materialize through cooperative effort.
In the following pages are a number of pictures lifted from
their reports, showing how they have joined in to help wherever there was need. Their worl<: runs -.from carrying hay on
their shoulders in the ancient way of the Ba"'lrian Alps to
grubbing in the soil for stone with which to buila._ the new
church. The pictures carry great values in themselves. ;r'hough
they are excellent examples of well composed photography and
excellent scenery, their subject matter indicates an even greater
fineness. They are making not only beautiful pictures but
beautiful lives. The hands that have worked and found the
joys in service to others will be hands less ready to handle the
weapons of war for the destruction an.d terrorizing of the
nations.
No preachment or any words could be quite as eloquent as
are these pictures about the way in which fecovery comes,
not primarily to a nation or nations but, first and foremost, in
the rebuilt self-respect of the individual working along with
others in service to all humanity.
· Thes~ pictures were all taken in the spring and summer of
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a quiet and pleading passage for ·
a solo violin. It is an inversion of
the mule theme_:an inversion
which merges into a tender setting of Old King Cole-to caress
the beetle-browed and turbulent
soul of John L. Lewis. This leads,
almost imperceptibly, to a triumphant donkey subject. Finally the
entire ensemble-orchestra, chorus, mule-skinner, Briinnhilde,
pianist, and all-is heard in
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Mike's own impressive Carrot
Ode-a campaign promise, if you
must know-which, as the mellifluous and energetic strains wend
their way into the circumambient
atmosphere, swells all of a sudden
into the melting-pot . Coda-the
Coda which calls upon all and
sundry to vote the Democratic
ticket-or else.
Next month Percy will write a
Republican symphony.

RECENT RECORDINGS
Quartet in G Minor, op. IO. The Paganini Quartet: Henri Temianka, first violin;
Gustave Rosseels, second violin;
Robert Courte, viola; Robert Maas,
'cello.-One of the most sensitive
readings of Debussy's beautiful
quartet that I have ever heard. In
addition, the Paganini Quartet
plays the fourth movement of J')seph Haydn's Quartet in D, Op.
64, No. 5 (The Lark) in a thoroughly delightful manner. RCA
Victor Album 1213.

CLAUDE DEBUSSY.

MELODIES. I'll See Yott
Again and Zigeuner, from Noel
Coward's Bittersweet; Summe rtime, from George Gershwin's Porgy and Bess; The Man I Love,
from Gershwin's Strike Up the
Band; I Love You Truly and .1
Perfect Day, by Carrie Jacobs
Bond; Romance and Beau Soir, by
Claude Debussy. Jeanette Macdon-

ROMANTIC

l

ald, soprano, with an orchestra
under Robert Armbruster. - The
singing is commonp1a:ce. In several
instances it is downright poor.
RCA Victor Album 1217.
Ein deutsches Requiem (A German Requiem), Op.
45. Robert Shaw, conducting the
RCA Victor Chorale and Symphony Orchestra, with Eleanor Steber,
soprano, and James Pease, baritone.-A stirring performance of
one of the great works in music-a work for which Brahms himself
selected texts from the Bible. Mr.
Shaw shows once again that he is
a master of the art of conducting.
RCA Victor Album 1236.

JOHANNES BRAHMS.

Andante Cantabile, transcribed by Fritz
Kreisler from the Quartet in D,
op. II. FRITZ KREISLER. Liebesleid
(Love's Sorrow). William Primrose,
violist, with David Stimer at the

PIOTR lLYICH TCHAIKOVSKY.
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piano.-Again it is clear that Mr.
Primrose is a great master of the
viola and, at the same time, a musician of extraordinary ability.
RCA Victor disc 12-0287.

CARL MARIA VON

Four dance episodes
from Rodeo (Buckaroo Holiday,
Corral Nocturne, Saturday Night
Waltz, and Hoe-down) and a waltz
from Billy the Kid. The Dallas
Symphony Orchestra under Antal
Dorati.-Mr. Copland has his say
in an arresting manner even though
he has not gained distinction as
a melodist. The playing is excellent. RCA Victor Album 1214.

I. UIGI

AARoN COPLAND.

ARAM KHATCHATURIAN. Gayne, Ballet Suite. The Chicago Symphony
Orchestra under Artur Rodzinski.
-The rousing Saber Dance is included in this suite. Khatchaturi-

an's music is skillfully scored, and
Mr. Rodzinski's reading is praiseworthy. RCA Victor Album 1212.
WEBER. Konzertstiick in F Minor, op. 79. RICHARD
STRAUSS. Burlesque in D Minor.
Claudio Arrau, pianist, and the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Desire Defauw.-Mr. Arran
plays with electrifying brilliancy.
Strauss's Burlesque is marvelously
sc.ored claptrap; the Konzertstilck,
by von Weber, is an old favorite.
RCA Victor Album 1216.
BocCHERINI. lvf. in ue t, from
Quartet in E, op. IJ, No. 5, and
Minuet, by Giovanni Bolzoni. The
Boston "Pops" Orchestra under
Arthur Fiedler.-The performances
are somewhat mechanical. RCA
Victor disc 10-1418.

READ NOT TO CONTRADICT AND CONFUTE-NOR TO BELIEVE
AND TAKE FOR GRANTED- BUT TO

WEIGH AND CONSIDER

All unsigned reviews are by members of the Staff

One-Sided Verdict
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND
THE COMING OF THE WAR
z94z: A Study in Appearances
and Realities. By Charles A. Beard.
Yale University Press, New Haven,
Connecticut. i948. 614 pages. $5.00.
HARLES A. BEARD'S latest book,

like the same author's American
C
Foreign Policy in the Making: z932z940: A Study in Responsibilities, is
based on laborious research and is
bound to command widespread attention. Dr. Beard is often spoken
of as the dean of American historians.
There is no disposition on the
part of this reviewer to question the
right of scholars as well as nonscholars to point to the distinguished
author of President Roosevelt and
the Coming of the War z94I as an
eminent historian. Nevertheless, even
eminent historians sometimes go
astray. They, too, are human. They,
too, are inclined now and then to
deal with persons and events in a
one-sided manner.
No one can read Dr. Beard's scathing indictments of the late President
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Roosevelt without being thoroughly
drenched with the conviction that
the man who delivers himself of
those indictments writes like a thorough-paced isolationist. Furthermore,
no one can, with any justification
whatever, say to Dr. Beard, "You
have no right to be isolationist."
The point at issue is not whether
Dr. Beard, as a citizen of the United
States, is an isolationist or a non-isolationist. Not at all. The question to
be answered by a reviewer of President Roosevelt and the Coming of
the War z94z must be: "Does the
learned and industrious author of
this book set out to prove a preconceived notion, or does he undertake
to examine both sides of the controversy with equal care? In other
words, is the critical historiography
exemplified in Dr. Beard's volume
founded on a dispassionate approach
to the subject, or is it merely a reflection of the eminent author's own
personal convictions?"
Dr. Beard and his defenders will
undoubtedly retort 'that it is the business of a historian to interpret
trends and even ts as careful and
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conscientious research has caused,
even forced, him to view those
trends and events. But a painstaking perusal of Dr. Beard's book
·hows one that the work has, in purpose as well as in actual effect, much
in common with a charge set forth
by a determined prosecuting attorney.
The author of President Roosevelt
and the Coming of the War r94r
sets out to prove that Mr. Roosevelt
and the coadjutors of Mr. Roosevelt
were bent on bringing the United
States into World War II and that
they resorted to almost every form of
subterfuge and chicanery to accomplish their purpose. Consequently,
many readers of the painstakingly
documented volume will conclude
that our country took part in the
great conflict, not primarily because
of sheer necessity and not because
of the pressure of many events entirely beyond the control of our
country, but because Mr. Roosevelt,
in his heart of hearts, had made up
his mind in a manner altogether unbecoming to a President of the United States that our country would
join in the war.
This review is no brief for the
personal integrity of Mr. Roosevelt.
Neither, let it be said with equal
emphasis, is this examination of Dr.
Beard's belief an attack on the character or the motives of the man who
was at the helm in our land at the
time of our involvement in the terrible conflict. It is, however, a vigorous onslaught against the so-called
historical-mindedness of a scholar
who stresses only one side of a
world-shaking subject.

It will be argued that it was not
Dr. Beard's purpose to write a history of World War II and how that
war came about. His book, it will
be said, was to be an examination
of President Roosevelt in relation
of the coming of the war to our
country. But a man who knows as
much about the study of history as
Dr. Beard cannot fail to realize that
such an examination is bound to be
one-sided if it neglects to deal in fl.
searching manner with the world as
it conducted itself when Mr. Roosevelt, as President of the United
States, was brought into immediate
and inescapable contact with that
world.
Dr. Beard, who has written far better history than that which is contained in his latest book, says:
The discrepancies between official representations and official realities in the
conduct of foreign affairs during the
year 1941, until the coming of war.
stand out starkly in documents alreadv
available. Other documents that bear
on the subject, running into the thousands, are known to exist, but they are
still under the seal of secrecy. What
they will reveal, if all of them are ever
unsealed, c.an only be a matter of con··
jecture for the general public and students of history. But in any event several primary discrepancies are established beyond question by the documents now published.
Had the erudite author written his
book entirely in accordance with
these statements, he would, in all
likelihood, have produced a far better piece of critical historiography.
It is profitable and thought-provoking to read what Dr. Beard has to
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say; but one must peruse such a volume with discretion and with the
knowledge that there are, and will
continue to be, interpretations which
are founded on a much deeper understanding of the role which President Roosevelt and the United States
played in the coming of the war to
our land. President Roosevelt and
the Coming of the War r94r is, in
the final analysis, a lengthy and
tendentious tract. Its style is often
cumbersome.

Grave Threat
WORLD COMMUNISM TODAY.
By Martin Ebon. Whittlesey
House, New York. i948. 536 pages.

$4·5°·
ERMAN-BORN

Martin Ebon, who

G has had experience as a metal
worker, a shipping clerk, and a salesman and is now a distinguished journalist, has written an admirable
analysis of world-communism, · its extent, its aims, and its power. Communism, he shows, has the domination of the globe as its goal. It
thrives on the feeling and the fear
of insecurity. Poverty is its main
weapon. The test of its strength will
develop when the . next serious economic crisis spreads across the world.
Communism has made comprehensive plans to seize control as soon as
widespread depression gives its fanatical but determined leaders and minions their great opportunity.
Mr. Ebon believes that communism will win its battle for worlddomination unless those who see how
cruelly it dupes its followers take effective counter-measures. To do away
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with the grave threat he proposes
the following ten-point program:
1. The reduction of enormous social
gaps through taxation reform.
2. Education and emancipation of the
underprivileged. The spread of literacy
and hygiene.
3. The strengthening of social securitv
laws.
4. The extension of private or community systems of insurance in health,
unemployment, old age, accident, and
other critical fields .
.IJ· The United States must do its utmost to make its own domestic economy depression-proof, by providing safeguards against the effects of economic
stagnation.
6. The fight against trade barriers
must continue with vigor and persistence. The need for imports on a basis
for a continual flow of exports must be
fully realized not only in the United
States, but in all strong producing nations.
7. Religious leaders used to re-examine their work as it extends beyond
worship into the field of social relatiom,
so that true faith may again take the
place of emptiness and frustration.
8. Education must strive to overcome
the shortsighted group interests of business and labor groups, opening the war
to fuller understanding of the economic
and political interdependence of natiom.
g. Growing appreciation of interdepenclence of individuals can help to
overcome the remnants of man's herd
instincts and tribal traditions, which
express themselves in group discrimination.
10. The study of world political factc1rs needs to be coordinated, so that
national and regiona1 conditions can be
evaluated more accurately in their relationsr.ip to each other.
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The author gives a country-bycoun try analysis of the strength of
communism. Moscow, he proves, controls the Communists throughout the
world, and the United States has become the main target of their never
ceasing agitation.

A Glimpse Through the
Iron Curtain
"I WANT TO BE LIKE STALIN."
From the Russian Text on Pedagogy. By B. P. Yesipov and N. K.
Goncharov. Translated by George
S. Counts and Nucia P. Lodge.
The John Day Company, New
York. 1947. 150 pages.
HIS book was originally published for the training of school
teachers in Soviet Russia. It shows
the techniques by which communism
is indoctrinated into Russian youth.
The Russian child is taught that
the philosophy of Karl Marx has
found its fruition in the theories
and regimes of Engels, Lenin, and
Stalin. Hence, Russian youth learns
to regard this quartet-Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin-not only as the
great prophets of the Soviet system,
but as the greatest benefactors of
mankind.
The training of Russian youth as
prescribed in this book is not devoid of the application of some
sound educational principles nor
does it ignore the importance of approved moral conduct. However, all
principles, codes, and maxims are to
be directed by the teacher to serve
one purpose, namely the building of
loyalty to the Motherland and to
those leaders who shape its destiny.

T

The Russian child is taught to regard the four exponents of communism as the zealous guardians of its
interests and the unselfish promoters
of its well-being; he is led to see in
them the champions of the masses,
which in other countries are the victims of capitalistic exploitation.
This book is a translation of only
a portion of the original volume,
that section which presents the essence of the Soviet philosophy considered essential for propagation
through systematic education. The
introductory chapter, however, gives
a survey of the en tire work.
Reading this book provides a
glimpse behind the iron curtain. It
reveals the basic method used for
developing the internal fabric of a
populous nation which through its
leaders holds the entire world in a
state of growing suspense, tension,
and fear. One is reminded of the
policy of ancient Sparta which the
modern world saw revived under the
Nazi regime in Germany. Every
American citizen who is interested i11
understanding our times should read
this book.

Spiritual Rebirth
I'LL NEVER GO BACK: A Red
Army Officer Talks. By Mikhail
Koriakov. Translated from the
Russian by Nicholas Wreden. E.
P. Dutton & Company, Inc., New
York. 1948. 248 pages. $3.00.
IKHAIL KORIAKOV was born on
June 22, 1911, in a small village deep in the Siberian wilds in
the foothills of the Sayan Mountains.
Mikhail's parents were simple peas-
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ants. An exiled Pole had taught Mikhail's father to read, but his mother
could neither read nor write. "Oddly enough," says the author of I'll
Never Go Back, "my father and
mother approached our education
with idealism. They were determined
to expand our experience beyond the
dark life of the forests."
When Mikhail was twelve, his
mother made him a new suit of
hempcloth, and his father drove him
across sixty miles of Siberian wilds
to the nearest town. Mikhail soon
found that in the Russia of i923
the world of God was being torn down.
On Sundays the school children gathered
in the Pioneer Club where we picked
up some huge placards reading: "Down
with the priests and the imperialists!"
From there we marched to the church
on Bazan Square. It was fun to build a
large cardboard model of a church, to
paint its cupolas blue and the crosses
a11ove them gold, and then with a noisy
throng carry it to the Square, and set
it on fire in front of the real church.
With torches in our hands we jumped
·and danced for a long time around the
bonfire and shouted the song: "Serguci
the priest, Serguei the deacon!" This
was the extent of our religious education.

Mikhail's progress was rapid. He
became a successful journalist and
for a time served as curator of the
Tolstoy Museum in Yasnaya Poliana.
During the war he rose to the rank
of Captain in the Red Army and
was awarded the Order of the Red
Star for personal bravery. The turning-point in Koriakov's life came in
the fall of i94_1, when, as he says, he
"experienced a spiritual landslide and

l
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the religious light penetrated the
darkness that had engulfed my consciousness."
I'll Never Go Back presents a
frank and searching account of the
far-reaching consequences of Koriakov's spiritual rebirth. This exciting
narrative takes us behind the iron
curtain; it gives us an eyewitness picture of the behavior of Red troops
in Germany after the Russian breakthrough, a firsthand report of the
ruthless and strong-arm tactics of the
Soviet secret police-the dreaded
NKVD-in France, and a spine-tingling recital of the author's escape
from the NKVD on the eve of his
scheduled return to the U .S.S.R.
Koriakov is now living in Brazil.
In the eyes of the Soviet Union he is
a fugitive and an outlaw; but he
refers to himself as a Russian nonrepatriate. In the preface to I'll Never Go Back he says:
This book is a document: none of
the facts are distorted and only some
of the names are changed. If the reader
will understand the tragedy of the
Russian soldier, if he will sense the
deep, underlying motives of the Russian
non-repatriate, I will consider that the
writing of this book has been justified.

Anti-Soviet Revelations
THE IRON CURTAIN by Igor
Gouzenko. E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc.,_ New York. i948. 279
pages. $3.00.
GOUZENKO, sent to Canada as
cipher clerk for the Soviet Embassy at Ottawa, ends his autobiography as told in The Iron Curtain
with the startling revelation of the
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Russian spies in Canada who are informing Moscow of the nature and
development of the atomic bomb.
This disclosure by which Gouzenko
risked his own life and that of his
family is the climax of the book;
but no less important and far-reaching is the information Gouzenko
gives the reader about conditions existing in Moscow and throughout
Russia today.
Each chapter deals with the kind
of atrocities most people hoped had
gone with the destruction of Hitler
Germany. Gouzenko describes the systematic starvation of the people and
the strategy of hunger. He writes
that "food shortage as a weapon of
control over the masses has been
developed into a fine science by an
all-powerful state." He touches on
religion, "the opiate of the people,"
as it exists now in Russia. He describes a poster circulated by the Soviet government. It depicted Red
workmen dumping Jesus Christ into
a garbage pit together with three
vodka bottles and a loaf of bread,
representing the elements of Communion.
I believe one of the most important points Gouzenko makes is his
stress on what Communism means.
He states that "Communism is not
a mere 'political conviction' but a
Fifth Column activity of an entirely
immoral, dangerous and unscrupulous type."
Gouzenko gives an authentic case
history of a person born into a regime of ignorance and fear and his
first shocking contact with the world
outside the iron curtain. What particularly impresses him are workers

with their own cars, their own homes
and new shoes and the relaxed easy
attitude of Canadian citizens. His
daring escape with the documentary
evidence of Soviet espionage caused
the Canadian Royal Commission to
thank him for "a great public service
to this country."
GRACE WOLF

Introduction to Unionism
LABOR UNIONS IN ACTION. By
Jack Barbash. Harper and Brothers, New York. i948. 270 pages.
$3.50.
FTER briefing the reader on union structure, jurisdiction, collective bargaining and the strike, Mr.
Barbash surveys the relationship of
labor to American politics, communism, its own extracurricular activities and lead!=!rs. He concludes the
book with a chapter titled, "What
Do the Unions Want?"
Although the labor movement is
rooted deep in American history, it
did not blossom until the Roosevelt
f.ra created what Mr. Barbash likes
to call "a favorable climate." Since
World War II forced unions into an
unnatural silence the author is attempting an analysis of labor in one
of its jazziest periods. The outline of
the book is not as neat as it could
be if it were written in a more static
epoch. For example, the chapter on
union government is unwieldy with
more exceptions than rules. The portion dealing with the Taft-Hartley
Law is limited to speculation since
the law has not been in effect long
enough to make its full impact. Mr.
Barbash apologizes for discussing the
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education program of the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union under extracurricular activities
because the ILGW considers indoctrination one of its core functions.
The summing-up on what unions
want veers off in all directions.
Mr. Barbash, lecturer in labor
problems at the American University,
Washington, D. C., is admittedly prolabor. Considering this and the impassioned temper of labor journalism generally, Mr. Barbash remains
admirably objective. If he shows any
leaning it is toward the ethical socialism of the ILGW, of which he
was once a member, and away from
Communist Party unionism, which
he believes is the one consistent segment of labor because it eliminates
individual thinking.
The book is footnoted and indexed abundantly enough to appeal
to the most prying scholar and still
remains sprightly enough for lay
reading. Mr. Barbash's consideration
of personalities behind labor, such as
Sidney Hillman, Philip Murray, John
L. Lewis and Walther Reuther, is an
excellent touch that most economists
ignore. The author places more emphasis on the workers' need of retaining individuality in the factory
welter of steel and cement than on
their desire for eighteen and a half
cent wage boosts.
The novice in labor problems can
easily cope with Labor Unions in Action. People who muddle communism with unionism and turn purple
at both should read it. They will
find that labor thinking is as diversified as faces on the big street at
noon.
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Revolutionary Battles
THE CAMPAIGN OF PRINCETON, z776-z777. By Alfred Hoyt
Bill. Princeton University Press,
Princeton, N. J. 1948. 145 pages.
$2.50.
HE

student of American History

T is still waiting for a first-class
military history of the War of Inde-

pendence. Mr. Bill's work is a contribution to that field, being limited, however, to the strategic campaign of Trenton-Princeton, probably one of the most exciting stories
in all American history.
The Campaign of Princeton is,
moreover, a popular account, the
author making no pretense at profound scholarship. The work is without documentation, which makes it
attractive to the general reader rather than to the world of scholarship.
This intensely readable work
makes clear in narrative and by
means of campaign maps the victory
of Washington over the Hessians at
Trenton on the day after Christmas,
1776, and the narrow escape of Washington from the grasp of Cornwallis
at Trenton and surprise attack and
victory at Princeton on January 3,
1777-nine days of marching and
fighting in a "feat that turned the
scale and set the smoldering fires of
the Revolution flaming throughout
the colonies." The details of these
military events appear in sufficient
blending of social, political, medical,
economic, and diplomatic aspects so
that one has the opportunity to view
the campaign with somewhat the
perspective of a contemporary.
Of particular interest to the re-
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viewer are scattered references which
throw light on Washington's ability
as a military leader, long a subject of
a great deal of controversy. It is apparent that Mr. Bill has extreme reverence for Washington as a general.
Various qualities of leadership in
Washington are constantly emphasized, and he credits him with the
strategy which made Princeton an
annal in military history. Along with
Washington, the colonial troops
share equal reverence, being extolled
for their endurance under extreme
hardships.

Career Man
DAVID LILIENTHAL, PUBLIC
SERVANT IN A POWER AGE.
By Willson Whitman. Henry Holt
and Company, New York. 1948.
$3.00.

coming of age has given rise to a new kind of public
A
official, the career administrator. UnMERICA'S

til very recent years, most career men
in government were in the non-policy-making levels, the policy-making
posts being restricted pretty much to
professional politicians. The idea
that career men might have a voice
in shaping policy is one which has
hardly met with universal approval,
especially from the professional politicians.
To a large extent, the story of
David Lilienthal is the story of the
rise of this new species of official.
Miss Whitman is by no means a disinterested observer of the situation
but, fortunately, much of what she
has to say is a matter of public rec-

ord and her greatest service is in
digesting the public records to bring
out the salient facts. What it boils
down to seems to be the account of
how one man, interested in serving
his country with all of the faculties
of one of the finest minds of our
times, has had to sell people on the
idea that intelligence and honesty
are not necessarily incompatible with
practical and efficient government.
It has been a hard job and, from recent stories out of Washington, a job
which has not yet been completed.
Actually, of course, David Lilienthal needs no books to sell the story
of his accomplishments with the
TVA and now with the Atomic Energy Commission. The best testimony
to his vision and ability comes from
the many men and groups who first
met his ideas with suspicion if not
with outright hostility and have since
been completely won over to his way
of thinking. Perhaps more than any
other man in our time, Lilienthal has
set a pattern of intelligent public
service which we may hope will induce other able men to participate
actively in government.

Crimes with Words
DANGEROUS WORDS: A Guide to
the Law of Libel. By Philip Wittenberg. Columbia University
Press, New York. 1947. 335 pages.
$5.00.

is one of the most interesting
and complete books on the law
T
of libel that this reviewer has ever
HIS

read. It should be a "must" on every
journalist's and writer's bookshelf.
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While it probably would not be of
appeal to the general reader, many
non-writers will find Wittenberg's
book good reading.
The author is a prominent patent
and copyright attorney, as well as a
noted authority on the law of libel.
Primarily Dangerous Words deals
with the written word, but it also
delves into one phase of the spoken
word, radio.
Basically there is no one definition
as to what constitutes libel. The
courts throughout the nation have
given varied interpretations. Circumstances alter cases. What may have
been libelous ten years ago may not
be so today. Interpretations may vary
in different sectors of the country.
Inevitably the reviewer came to
one overall conclusion which the au. thor employed as his closing statement: "The law of libel must be
taken out of the present confusion
of jurisdiction and placed upon a
realistic nationwide basis."
As an example of how circumstances may alter cases, Wittenberg
notes that on one occasion a court
made a distinction between the use
of the word "gangsters" as applied
to gamblers and "gangsters" when
used as a group having influence over
a village administration.
An interesting sidelight on racial
libel is pointed out when the author
cites a court opinion in which it was
ruled that referring to a white person
as negro may be libelous, but to call
a negro "nigger" is not.
Wittenberg illustrates pitfalls that
occur in newspaper and magazine
writing and in pictures and cartoons.
He cites many examples and many
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court findings. He also makes note
of the "privilege" of criticism relative
to politics.
As for radio, the writer asserts that
as yet no clear line has been drawn
between libel - written word - and
slander - spoken word.
HERBERT STEINBACH

Pacifist's Lament
THE RESIDUAL YEARS. By William Everson. New Directions. 1948.
148 pages. $3.00.
ILLIAM EVERSON's thirty-six
W
years of life have included two
experiences typical of the twentieth
century: a spate of work in a labor
camp for the unemployed, in 1934,
and a term in a labor camp for conscientious objectors, in 1946. The
first of these he treats as merely a
part of the totality of the world's
work, but the second he interprets in
terms of his philosophy of the avoidance of gratuitous cruelty in a world
where there is much cruelty that is
unavoidable; he is aware of man's
kinship to all the other living beings
in the world:
Was I not fish?
In the windless womb,
In the Wilderness,
Was I not frog?
Turned I not in the turtle's torsion?
Crept I not in the snail's span?
I hold at the heart,
At the timeless center,
All features,
All forms,
And wrung on the rack of what mutations
This stringent flesh?
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Everson differs from many of his
contemporaries in using an easily intelligible style. He is to some extent
a disciple of Whitman. But if this
style facilitates his communication,
the matter to be communicated seems
to lack the complexity, and consequently the interest, of the matter of
the metaphysical poets. He sees the
basic cruelties of life, but though he
admits that these can be "somewhat
redeemed," he shows little understanding of the complexities of joy
and of irony that rise from them.

to persuade and coerce his jealous
English associates to the line of action
that high finance requires; llerenice's
attempts to build, on a shaky foundation, a social position for herself and
him in the midst of the best English
society; and the attempts of a ruined
Southern playboy, Tollifer, and Cowperwood's unhappy, ill-assured wife,
Aileen, to ingratiate themselves into
the reckless international set.
Visiting Canterbury Cathedral with
Berenice, Cowperwood muses on the
sense of man's struggle.

Final Volume

Its arches and towers and stainedglass windows, this whole carefully execeted shrine, still held glamor, but all
because of the hands and brains, aspirations and dreams of selfish and selfpreserving creatures like himself. And
so many of these, as he now mused ...
hall warred over possession of this
Church . . . . Was any man noble? Had
there ever been such a thing as an
indubitably noble soul?

THE STOIC. By Theodore Dreiser.
Doubleday and Company, Garden
City, New York. 1947· 310 pages.
$3.00.
HEN Theodore Dreiser died on
December 28, 1945, at the age
of seventy-four, he had not quite finished The Stoic. The last chapter or
two of this third book of his trilogy
on American finance was still in note
form. The Stoic furnishes the history,
begun in The Financier, and continued in The Titan, of Frank Cowperwood, whose enormous vitality
drives him on to enterprises more
and more gigantic.
In the 189o's Cowperwood, in his
late fifties, suffers a financial and social rebuff from his competitors in
Chicago. But his native resilience, together with the faith and enthusiasm
of his talented young mistress, Berenice, enables him to start out on a
new project-to establish an underground railway in London. In a rapid
succession of shifting scenes the novel
presents three lines of conflict in the
social war: Cowperwood's attempts

W

Cowperwood intends to use his vast
accumulations to establish an Art
Museum and a hospital. But when
his overexertions bring about a sudden break in his heal th, followed
soon by death, the deviousness of
finance and law dissolves nearly all
of his fortune. In an epilogue, which
Dreiser's own death prevented him
from working out completely, Berenice withdraws from the materialistic
struggle, studies yoga, and devotes
the competence Cowperwood had
willed her to establishing a children's
hospital in his name.
Like all of Dreiser's work, this
novel is defective in subtlety of characterization and accuracy of dialogue
but powerful in Archetectonics.
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Passing Figure
THE ENGLISH COUNTRY PARSON. By William Addison. J. M.
Dent and Sons, Ltd., London._1947.
210 pages.
HEN

Pope Gregory undertook

W the conversion of the AngloSaxons he advised his missionaries
to destroy the Saxon idols but to
keep the temples as churches, so that
the people would continue to use
places to which they were accustomed.
And so the old agricultural festivals
continued to be centered in the village church, where a new s~bolism
was added to the old. Through the
Middle Ages and up until the Industrial Revolution the agricultural village remained the chief unit of English life, and consequently the country parson constituted all that most
people knew of their church. In this
book Mr. Addison traces the changes
that have come about from the Middle Ages to the present day in the
social and e<lucational status of these
men, and in their conception of their
duties. For each age he sketches the
prevailing type and then gives numerous specific instances of typical
and of eccentric incumbents.
Through the ages the glory of the
English Church, in his opinion, has
been her spirit of charity; he quotes
Richard Baxter, a vicar during the
harsh days of the Commonwealth:
The older I grew, the smaller stres'>
I laid on those controversies and curiosities (though still my intellect abhorrcth confusion), as finding greater uncertainties in them than I at first discerned, and finding less usefulness where
there is the greatest certainty. The
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Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten
Commanclments are now to me as my
da1l y bread and drink; and as I can
speak and write over them again and
again, so I had rather read and hear of
them than of any of the school niceties.
Although various Puritan groups
had been exercising their influence
since the days of Chaucer, the jollities of the medieval customs continued in many parishes until Cromwell's men stopped them. Robert Herrick, in his parsonage in Devonshire,
wrote of the Church in the mid16oo's:
For Sports, for Pagentrie, and Playes,
Thou hast thy Eves, and Holydayes ...
Thy Wakes, thy Quintels, here tho11
hast,
Thy May-poles too with Garlands grac't:
Thy Morris-dance; thy Whitsun-ale;
Thy Sheering-feast, which never faile.
Thy Harvest home; thy Wassaile bowle,
That's tost up after Fox i' th' Hole;
Thy Mummeries: thy Twelfe-tide Kings
And Queenes; thy Christmas revellings.
Although banquets and other entertainments had been forbidden inside
the church building since 1571, in
many villages the church was either
the only public building or the only
one large enough to hold all the
people. Tithe-feasts were customarily
held there. In 1617 King James, on a
progress through Somersetshire, overruled the Puritanical magistrates in
the matter of the suppression of innocent Sunday games.
That some of the Puritan stringency was needed, the author readily
admits. But had the victory of these
reformers been absolute, the Church
would have lost some of her greatest
virtues-her close relation to the work
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and joys of everyday life, and her
charity.
Early in the 16oo's George Herbert
wrote The Country Parson, a "complete pastoral" for his own guidance
and that of his fellow-workers. Ideally such a man should be virtuous and
temperate, well-read, sociable, and
able to advise his parishioners in
matters of law, physic, and tillage
and pasturage. In most parishes during the next two centuries the parsons were called upon to fill these
diverse offices. Many were of neces·
sity farmers, in order to supplement
their "forty pounds a year." But as
the 18th century progressed, more
and more parishes were left without
such ministerial aid, for the greater
emphasis on wealth increased absenteeism. In the absence of an Angliean parson, the disciples of Wesley
came to give the people spiritual
leadership, and in many communities
the chapel replaced the church.
The Oxford Movement brought
with it many pale young curates
whose attempt to institute visible
symbols, different music, and elaborate garb enraged many villagers who,
feeling that the church was their
own, resented any kind of change.
During the late nineteenth century a
larger proportion of the parsons came
from the gentry and many of them
were interested in restoring old festivals and liturgies. Among these was
Conrad Noel, born in 1869, who, at
Thaxted, in Essex, combined Socialism with the revival of morris dancing in an attempt to bring about a
Christian unity in man's life. "We
preach the Christ who all through His
life stressed the value of the common

meal, the bread and wine joyously
shared among His people, the mass as
prelude to a New World Order in
which all would be justly produced
and equally distributed."
With the modern emphasis on social work there are fewer of the oldtime "hunting parsons" than there
used to be-parsons whom no one
dared call for a marriage or funeral
when the wind was southerly, or who
had the confirmation class bring them
minnows for the next day's fishing.
And with the more scientific study
of botany, fewer parsons can figure
as naturalists. But whether ideal or
eccentric, the parson who has understood the sweet charity of the Anglican Church has been of value to his
parish as a live man, the "persona of
the parish," around whom the villagers might gather to feel more clear1y their relation to God.

Biography of a· Highway
THE NATIONAL ROAD. By Philip
D. Jordan. The Bobbs-Merrill Co.,
Indianapolis and New York. 442
pages. $4.00.
ODAY

U. S. route 40 is a super

T highway. But it had a humble
beginning studded with strife.

The struggles of the champions of
this route as it led from Cumberland,
Md., to Vandalia, Ill., make for interesting reading. Author Philip D.
Jordan, a University of Minnesota
historian, breathes life into the history of the road.
The National Road is a pleasant
blend of historical facts and minor
incidents associated with the route.
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Many of the latter were gleaned from
diaries of men who traveled it.
All was not harmonious. The road
was born as the offspring of Ohio
and the Union ·in 1806. It reverted to
the states early in the 183o's.
Each change of federal administration left its mark. When it was federally controlled its opponents declared it benefited the West at the
expense of the South. Later Pennsylvania and Maryland refused to accept
control of their respective portions
until the central government repaired
it and erected tollgates.
The book has its lighter moments.
It pictures the peddler, the circus,
the entertainer, the stage coach, the
freight wagon, the wayside tavernand the men and women migrating
to the new territory. Anecdotes and
verse punctuate its pages.
The road deteriorated. Repairs
were costly. The railroad all but supplied the knock-out blow. But a
new era dawned just before the turn
of the 20th Century.
"Almost everybody agreed in 1900,"
the author recites, "that the old highway between Cumberland and Vandalia was dead and buried. It had
served its purpose, but the new
United States had no use for road
travel, except for short hauls or when
city folks packed a picnic hamper
and drove out on Sunday to spread a
cloth under a sheltering elm to rest
briefly, gnaw on fried chicken and
eat cake and then drive back to
town ....
"But even while funeral verse was
being composed, forces were at work
that were to inject the dozing road
with revitalizing energy. Mechanical
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magic would transform it into a throbbing, prosperous, traffic-congested
modern highway."
HERBERT STEINBACH

Religious Reconstruction
RESURGENCE OF THE GOSPEL.
By T. A. Kantonen. The Muhlenberg Press, Philadelphia. 1948. 232
pages. $3.00.
THE COMMUNION OF SAINTS.
By Herman A. Preus. The Augsburg Publishing House, Minneapolis. 1948. 163 pages. $2.00.
o OBSERVER of the contemporary
intellectual scene in America
can overlook the great amount of
energy being expended in Protestant
circles in the attempt to rediscover
the religious intention of the Reformation and to restate and reconstruct it for the modern world. This
trend, which has been noted before
in the pages of the CRESSET, characterizes most of the significant theological work being done in our time
by Protestant leaders.
Symptomatic of this trend are the
two books noted above. Both are
written by professors of theology,
both are based consciously on the
historical and theological work of
the past half-century dealing with
the motifs and significance of the
Reformation. Dominating both of
them is the desire to ftrticula te the
message of Reformation theology not
only to the clergyman and scholar,
but to every intelligent and thinking
person.
Prof. Kantonen's discussion deals,
in turn, with the ba~kground of the
contemporary theological debate, the
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modern meaning of justification by
faith, the possibility of a mature and
valid understanding of the Word of
God in our time, the ethical significance of the Reformation doctrine of
the universal priesthood, and the
resources of evangelical faith for vigorous action. The author's style is
sprightly, and his polemic is pointed.
He is deeply concerned to lift the
testimony of evangelical theology out
of the dogmatic and intellectual cast
which he feels has prevented it from
being the dynamic it was intended to
be. At times, his opposition to older
formulations of Christian doctrine
may shock the less iconoclastic; but
even where one is constrained to disagree with his phraseology and
method, the author's loyalty to the
Gospel and profound personal commitment to the Lord of the Gospel
compel admiration.
One very important emphasis of
Reformation theology is present in
Prof. Kantonen's treatment only in
allusions, and that is the Reformer's

understanding of the Church. It is
to this that Prof. Preus addresses himself in his Communion of Saints.
Essentially, the book is a theologicobiographical analysis of the development of Luther's conception of the
Church from the days of his earliest
opposition to Roman Catholicism
to his maturity. Although the method
is the historical and biographical one,
the author misses no opportunity to
indicate his own adherence to the
views he presents or his own opposition to the views of the Church that
Luther condemned. Prof. Preus's discussion is less existential than Prof.
Kantonen's, and his book is less likely to arouse controversy. But in its
impeccable scholarship and penetrating analysis it will reward any
interested reader.
When read together, these two
books constitute a stimulating exposure to the learning and the deep
concern with which contemporary
Protestantism is seeking a religious
reconstruction.
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COATES

fore no longer a structural unit
in the common culture. . . . A
subsidized press is a controlled
press."
It is clear, therefore, that a
prime requisite of a great-and
typically American-newspaper is
that it must at least be able to
stay in the black. Mr. Johnson, ac·
cordingly, does not lament the
demise of the New York World,
PM, or the Chicago Sun. These
were only hopeful experiments,
not truly great newspapers. At the
same time the author acknowledges the fact that the ability to
make a profit contains real elements of danger; the successful
resistance of these dangers is no
less a mark of journalistic greatness.
It is the duty of the newspaper,
particularly one which holds a
monopoly in its town, not only to
report the bare facts in the news,
but also to make room for the
presentation ,of opinions differing
from its own. Some newspapers
render this service by carrying
signed columns expressing views
contrary to the editorial policies

The American Press
During the past decade we have
had the opportunity to pick up
the newspapers in most of our
leading American cities, and the
experience has been somewhat less
than satisfying. It was with more
than usual interest, therefore, that
we opened the June issue of Harper's to Gerald W. Johnson's article, significantly titled "Great
Newspapers, If Any."
Mr. Johnson, as one of America's outstanding journalists, is
well qualified to write upon this
subject-a subject, incidentally,
which has been treated extensively of late in the report of the
Hutchins Commission. The author takes a professional look at
the popular theory that the ideal
newspaper should not be in the
business to make a profit, that it
should not be sullied by any taint
of commercialism. But, argues Mr.
Johnson, such a newspaper, in order to operate, would have to be
subsidized, and "a subsidized newspaper, like a subsidized man, is
no longer to be identified with
the common herd, and is there-
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of the paper. This is a courageous
service in the public interest-a
service from which only too many
newspapers shrink.
Despite all the charges raised
against the American press and
the journalistic craft, the author
holds that American newspapermen, as a class, are no better and
certainly no worse than other professional groups within our population. There is, moreover, reallv
no such thing as "impersonal jou;nalism." Journalism must of necessity be intensely personal, and
a newspaper can be no greater
than the personalities who shape
and direct it.
~

The Ten Greatest
It is with some diffidence that
Mr. Johnson approaches the question as to which are the ten greatest American newspapers. He professes himself to be unable to give
an arbitrary answer to the question, but does go on to cite those
newspapers which contain, in the
fullest measure, those elements
which make for journalistic greatness. He leads off with the New
York Times, "a trifle dry, but of
impressive dignity," and incontrovertibly the most profuse in its
supply of information of any
American daily.
Next comes the Herald Tribune, also of New York. Less detailed than the Times, it is writ-

ten in a more interesting style.
"These are unquestionably . . .
very superior indeed," writes Mr.
Johnson, "and . far be it from me
to intimate that either is superior
to the other."
Three papers outside of New
York which, while somewhat less
impressive, still command immense respect, are the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, the Chicago Daily
News, and the Baltimore Sun.
"All three have courage and
honor, and if there are any great
newspapers in America they are
in the list."
The Post-Dispatch, handiwork
of the late, great Joseph Pulitzer,
has been in the forefront of the
continuing fight for social justice
and political integrity. The Daily
News is characterized as "charming, intelligent, a protagonist of
civilization." Among its outstanding contributions has been the
development of a splendid foreign
service; hardly less commendable
is its devotion to literature and
the fine arts. The Baltimore Sun,
solidly conservative, maintains an
outstanding news service, and its
editorial policy is "intelligent,
vigorous, highly enlig·htened."
To the dismay of some people,
Mr. Johnson-who can scarcely be
called a reactionary or an isolationist-goes on to include in his
roster of great newspapers the
Chicago Tribune. To the Trib ~
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une he awards the palm "for Sun ever was under Dana, or the
sheer, dogged courage, indispu- Herald under Bennett."
tably one element of greatness."
Inasmuch as business success is
another element of a great newspaper, the author is constrained The Omissions
No list of this kind would meet
to give the accolade of greatness
to the New York Daily News, anything like universal acceptwhich he characterizes as "by long ance. The author recognizes the
odds the most successful business fact that there are many distinenterprise in American daily jour~ guished newspapers which he has
omitted from the select ten. He
nalism."
To these seven the author adds has reasons, nevertheless, to justithree additional names that do fy each omission. He pays tribute
not represent individual newspa- to such outstanding American
pers, but families of papers- dailies as the Portland Oregonian,
Hearst, Scripps-Howard, and Gan- the Richmond Times-Dispatch.
nett. "It is not worthwhile to pick the Atlanta Constitution, and the
out any one newspaper as repre- Denver Rocky Mountain News.
sentative of these, because none "All these are not mere news facstands alone, but each is braced tories, but personalities with
by the resources and abilities of character and intelligence." None
the tribe."
of these, however, affects the
Mr. Johnson does not attempt thinking of as many people as the
to choose the greatest among the original ten.
He omits, too, that journalistic
papers which he lists, nor even
to state dogmatically whether any paragon, the Christian Science
is great absolutely. In fact, some Monitor, because it has "sectarian
of the best contemporary journal- support not acquired strictly on
ism is not the product of any of its merits as a newspaper." He
these great newspaper enterprises, gives a passing nod, too, to the
but of certain obscure little jour- New York Post, which he admires
nals like the Gazette, of Martha's for its sheer survival value-from
Vineyard, Massachusetts, and the Alexander Hamilton to Samuel
Weekly, published at Chapel Hill, Grafton.
North Carolina. "Both places are
Can we then speak of true greatswept by the currents of modern ness in the realm of contemporary
thought, and both newspapers, de- American journalism? The auspite a superficial simplicity, are thor, in his concluding comments,
as sophisticated as the New York puts it in this way:
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That there is a really great newspaper in all America I am not prepared to assert unequivocally, but
the doubt is not troublesome. We
have something that I regard as
preferable to a Thunderer, to-wit, a
press that is intellectually rich anc:J
varied, full of faults, no doubt, but
full of merits, too, and merits so
diverse that they could hardly be incorporated in a single journal.

Footnotes
While on the subject of journalism, attention should be drawn
also to the penetrating article on
"PM Post-Mortem" in the July Atlantic. Written by Robert Lasch,
the distinguished journalist and
Nieman Fellow, it presents a clear
and cutting analysis of the basic
weaknesses-from both the business and editorial standpoints-

that made inevitable the collapse
of this quixotic journalistic enterprise. The author holds out
more hope, however, for the paper under its new name, new
owners, and new editorial and
business policies.
Meanwhile, The Nation has
been banned from the public
schools of New York City. The
reason of course is the series of
anti-Catholic articles by Paul
Blanshard, upon which this column has commented in previous
issues. This has rapidly become
a cause celebre, and one suspects
that The Nation is not altogether
displeased over being cast in the
role of a martyr to the cause of
journalistic freedom. We expect
that its circulation figures will
soon demonstrate that the uses of
adversity are, even for left-wing
journals, sweet.
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A SURVEY OF BOOKS
of the mature artist. Sabartes writes
with warmth, simplicity, and exemplary restraint. The inclusion of a
chronological summary of the life of
Picasso and the excellent reproduc·
tions of eight portraits of the author,
done by the artist over a period of
years, add to the value of this fine
book.

PICASSO: An Intimate Portrait
By Jaime Sabartes. Translated from
the Spanish by Angel Flores. Eight
Picasso reproductions. PrenticeHall, Inc., New York. 1948. 220
pages. $s.oo.
LTHOUGH much has been written
about the life and the works of
Pablo Picasso, Jaime Sabartes' intimate portrait of the world-famous
Spaniard unquestionably bears a
stamp of authority and authenticity
not to be found in the earlier biographies of the great contemporary
painter.
The Friendship of Sabartes and
Picasso began in Barcelona in 1899.
During the next five years the lives
of the young friends were closely
linked together. Then the two were
separated and were not reunited until 1935. Since that time Sabartes has
lived in Picasso's home and has served
as his secretary, confidante, and trusted friend.
Picasso gives us a revealing glimpse
into the conditions and circumstances
which helped to mold the impressionable young Pablo. In addition, it
presents a clear and complete picture

A

OUR MUSICAL HERITAGE: A
Short History of World Music
By Curt Sachs. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
New York. 1948. 400 pages. Illustrated. $s.oo.
HOSE

volume recently completed by Curt
Sachs, one of the world's most eminent musicologists. The book traces
the development of the tonal art from
its remote beginnings to the prominent place it occupies in the culture
of the present time. Dr. Sach's treatment of the subject is concerned to
a far greater extent with the gradual
evolution of music itself than with
the lives of important composers. The
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who are looking for an au-

T thoritative history of music will
do well to examine the invaluable
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distinguished scholar declares, "To
write a new history of music, after so
many other histories of music, is an
audacious enterprise-justified only if
the new history differs essentially from
all its predecessors."
Dr. Sachs has accomplished his purpose. Our Musical Heritage is a book
which reflects the highest type of
scholarship.

PRISONERS OF THE NIGHT
By Andrew Corvin Romanski. The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianap·
olis and New York. ig48. 260 pages.
$2.75.
ILL God have mercy enough
for such as they" questions
a rabbi in Camp No. go, a labor
camp located in the Soviet subarctic,
the camp which Romanski has chosen
to write about.
Written in a restrained, unexaggerated tone, Prisoners of the Night
nevertheless has all the power and
force necessary to bring home to the
people of the United States the outrages committed daily against the dig·
nity of the human being, the human
mind and soul. In Camp No. go are
gathered young and old, professional
men, people from every walk of life,
of every creed and nationality. The
daily repulsive fish soup, the lice, the
ever-present disease and filth together
with the unbelievable allotment of
labor are not the products of the
imagination of the author. Romanski,
a Pole, was captured by the Russians
while fleeing to Hungary. He was sentenced to a Russian prison camp and
writes from first-hand knowledge.

W

GRACE WOLF

THE CONTINENTAL TOUCH
By Joseph Wechsberg. Houghton •
Mifflin Company, Boston. ig48. 323
pages. $2.75.
heel of the novel, Louis Dellinick, is Joseph Wechsberg's idea
T
of a type of individual who
HE

com~s

to America from Europe and displays his continental charm and social
graces to the rich and sophisticated
of New York. Dellinick's hope for
"success" lies entirely on his smooth
appearance, his smoother tongue and
feminine appeal. Sometimes with almost biting sarcasm Wechsberg reveals · the foibles of European and
American society. A serious theme is
disguised beneath a flippant plot peopled with seemingly unimportant
characters; and every once in a while
Wechsberg lets the reader have it
where it hurts. For instance, the manof-the-world Dellinick says, "It's the
little, unimportant people that are
really tough to deal with. They've
got too much of that damned common sense. Beware of the little people . . . go after the big snobs, the
rich suckers."
Wechsberg contributes frequently
to the New Yorker and other magazines. His Looking for a Bluebird
won him the Houghton Mifflin Company Fellowship Award in 1g43.
GRACE WOLF

THE BOILING POINT
By Richard Brooks. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1g48. 312
pages. $2.75.
HREE years ago the publication of
Richard Brook's first work, The
Brick Foxhole, created a stir in lit-

T
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erary circles. Critics were enthusiastic
in their appraisal of Mr. Brooks's
disturbing and highly controversial
novel. Morris Ernst declared, "The
Brick Foxhole is the best book so far
published during the war. It's not
always pleasant; it's always exciting.
The book has great power." Niven
Busch found Mr. Brooks's indictment
of racial intolerance to be "tough
without self-consciousness and bitter
without irritability," and Bernard De
Voto wrote, "It is a true book and a
courageous one." Sinclair Lewis hailed
the young ex-Marine sergeant as "a
really important new writer."
In The Boiling Point Mr. Brooks
again dramatizes the contemporary
American scene. He presents a vivid
picture of ideological conflict, moral
and po1itical corruption, and ruthless
economic manipulation. Although
The Boiling Point possesses many
fine qualities, it does not measure up
to the author's first novel.
Mr. Brooks is well known to motion-picture patrons. He has written
the scripts for many popular films,
notably Brute Force, Swell Guy, Key
Largo, and To the Victor. RKO-

I

Radio's Crossfire, one of the outstanding pictures of 1947, is a free adaptation of The Brick Foxhole.

THE YEARS OF THE
PILGRIMAGE
By Kenneth S. Davis. Doubleday &
Co., Inc., Garden City, N. Y. 1948.
372 pages. $3.00.
ECOMMENDED for those who like
to read about the deep dark disturbing elements of the human mind
and who like novels with a psychological twist and philosophical undertones. Kenneth S. Davis, author of
Soldier of Democracy: A Biography
of Dwight Eisenhower and In the
Forests of the Night, has written a·
book about some unusual personalities whose lives intervolve in a small
prairie town in Kansas. The plot is
simple, but the characters are complex. The reading is heavy going
sometimes, much of it having to do
with a great philosophical load which
Davis dumps into the reader's lap
and which has not a great deal to do
with the immediate plot.
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

has passed since the
distinguished French author
and philosopher, Andre Gide, expressed his revised opinion of the
U. S. S. R. and the Soviet way of
life in these words: "I doubt
whether in any other country in
the world, even Hitler's Germany,
is thought less free, more bowed
down, more terrorized, more vassalized."
Through the years there has
been ample evidence to indicate
that conditions in the land under
the banntr of the Hammer and
Sickle have not improved. In his
recent book, I'll Never Go Back
(E. P. Dutton & Co., New York.
i948), Mikhail Koriakov, a former
Red Army officer now living in
exile in South America, describes
the arbitrary manner in which
the powerful Goslitizdat (State
Literary Publishing House) suppressed his factual front-line study
of the physiology of war. Koriakov believed that his book had
merit. The manuscript had been
read and praised by veteran air-

A

DECAPE

corps men and by literary friends.
Unwilling to accept defeat, Koriakov took A Day in the Belfry
to the head of the military section of the Soviet Union of Writers. This officer was not a writer;
his official designation was "guiding comrade," and it was his duty
to "provide guidance" within the
writers' organization. Again the
manuscript was returned. This
time a note penned by the "guiding comrade" was attached to the
title page. Comrade Koriakov was
told that his book "deserved attention because of its quality and
because of the manner in which
the subject is presented." But, the
note went on, there must be
changes. The changes were listed.
The following sentence revealed
the real objection to Koriakov's
book: "The author displays a certain pacifistic, or perhaps religious, turn of mind, which must
be sacrificed in the book and inwardly rejected by the author in
the interests of his future literaq
career."
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There you have it-condemna- happen now that Eisenstein's dytion, threat, and promise cleverly namic hand no longer guides the
woven together. Koriakov declares Russian film industry. Many of
that the Central Committee of the edicts handed down by the
the Communist Party carefully numerous branches of the Central
scrutinizes the work of every au- Committee seem to us to be childthor and journalist. He says "that ish, ridiculous, and amusing. Milis how the Communists immure lions of helpless men and women
economies, politics, life and every in the Soviet Union cannot disdisplay of individual thought and miss those edicts so lightly. :For
feeling."
them they are a part of the vicious
Recent issues of THE CRESSET and degrading system which at- ·
told of the sharp rebuke meted tempts to crush every vestige of
out to prominent Soviet compos- liberalism and humanism in the
ers by the Central Committee of unhappy realm of Stalin.
Not long ago we had a sample
the Communist Party. Apparently
there is always room in the Soviet of Soviet tactics right here in the
doghouse for new offenders; for United States. As soon as Darryl
a short time ago the entire Rus- F. Zanuck announced his plans
sian film industry was consigned to produce a film based on the
. to the kennels. Culture and Life) sensational Canadian Red Spy
the official organ of the propagan- Case, which created near-consterda branch of the Central Commit- nation in 1946, Communists and
tee, charges that too many Soviet fellow-travelers tried _in every way
films have an "inadequate ideo- to stop the production. Failing in
logical content" and that they are this, they de.d ared their intention
"of poor artistic quality." The to picket theaters where the picarticle adds, "These pictures do ture was shown and to organize
not attract large audiences, box- public demonstrations against the
office receipts have fallen off, and film. Ilya Ehrenburg, famous Sovithe state is deprived of revenue." et journalist and propagandist,
The late Sergei Eisenstein, one boasted that The Iron Curtain
of the great figures in the develop- would never be shown. He was
ment of the art of the motion pic- wrong. The Iron Curtain (20th
ture, frequently fell out with his Century-Fox, William Wellman)
Soviet bosses. But Eisenstein was had its premiere performance in
world-famous. He could, and did, New York City on May 11, and
successfully ride out many politi- since then it has been shown in
cal and ideological storms. It will theaters throughout our country.
be interesting to see what will Only the New York premiere was

_L _
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marred by disorder1y picket lines
and by a shortli ved flurry of violence. Mr. Ehrenburg doesn't
know American theater-goers. The
voices on the screen have not
"been drowned out by the indignant shouts of the public."
The Iron Curtain is frank and
persuasive anti-Communist propaganda. A good cast, eixcellent
direction, and a plot derived
from yesterday's newspaper headlines make this something more
than just another spine-tingling
thriller.
Let's turn for a moment from
the realities of the postwar world
to the fanciful Never Never Larnl
depicted in The Emperor Waltz
(Paramount, Charles Brackett and
Billy Wilder). This new Bing
Crosby picture is sheer nonsense;
but it is thoroughly delightful
nonsense-nonsense designed to
afford two hours of effortless entertainment. The majestic beauty
of the Canadian Rockies and the
charm and beauty of turn-of-the
century settings and costumes arc
glowingly reproduced through the
magic of technicolor. Bing Crosby
and Joan Fontaine are the stars
in a fine cast.
One short camera hop takes us
to another mythical spot. This
time it is an island in the Pacific,
and the goings-on here have only
a superficial relationship to life
and reality. On an Island With
You (M-G-M, Richard Thorpe) is

just another bit of hokum fashioned to display the talents of
Esther Williams, Cyd Charrise,
Ricardo Montalban, Peter Lawford, and the irrepressible Jimmy
Durante.
The presence of Lotte Lehmann
in the cast assembled for Big City
(M-G-M, Norman Taurog) made
me forget my resolution to avoid
any pictures in which Margaret
O'Brien appears. Mme. Lehmann
is a fine actress and one of the
great singers of our time. Now
that she has made her cinema debut, let us hope that we shall see
her in pictures worthy of her superb artistry. Big City, a sure-fire
tear-jerker, makes an oversentirnentalized plea . for racial and
religious tolerance.
Last year Arthur Miller's successful Broadway play, All My
Sons, won the coveted Critics Circle Award. Now Mr. Miller's passionate indictment of all the
money-hungry industrialists who
amassed huge fortunes by manufacturing and marketing shoddy
and defective war materiel has
been brought to the screen. All
My Sons (Universal-International)
is an effective and moving protest
against the greed and the ruthless
profiteering which have been a
part of every war.
To the Victor (Warners, Delmer
Daves) aims a double-barreled
shotgun at black marketeers and
wartime collaborationists. Unfor-
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tunately, the charge wasn't heavy
enough to make this an honest,
serious, and timely social document.Well-worn cliches, confused
moral values, and a melodramatic
plot obscure the real message.
Arch of Triumph (United Artists, Lewis Milestone) is a flopa spectacular $5,000,000 flop. The
acting is undistinguished, and
Eric Maria Remarque's compassionate portrait of homeless, countryless political refugees is lost in
an inept script.
It's big news in Movieland when
Clark Gable makes a picture. It
will be big news-and better news
-for me when he makes a good
picture. Homecoming (M-G-M) is
a stupid, wholly synthetic war
picture.
Errol Flynn, another widely
publicized Hollywood glamor boy,
is starred in Silver River (War-
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ners, Raoul Walsh), a so-called
"saga" of the great West. Dull,
commonplace, and strictly fictional.
Here are some of the routine
but pleasant comedy and musical
films which helped to while away
idle summer hours: The· Bride
Goes Wild (M-G-M), The Sainted
Sisters (Paramount), Hazard (Paramount), The Pirate (M-G-M),
Dream Girl (Paramount), Give
My Regards to Broadway (20th
Century-Fox), and Melody Time
(a Walt Disney Production).
B. F.'s Daughter (M-G-M) gives
m a cold and wordy screen version of J. P. Marquand's undistinguished satire on Wall Street
and the New Deal.
Green Grass of Wyoming (20th
Century-Fox) presents a beautiful
technicolor adaptation of Mary
O'Hara's popular tale of the West.

Goethe, Schiller, Heine, Eichendorf,
Miiller, et alii, and immortalized in
the music of Schubert, Schumann,
Mendelssohn, Liszt, Wagner, Brahms
and other stars of first and second
magnitude. Germany-the land of
Rilbez.ahl, Rumpelstilz.chen, Aschenbrodel, Schneewitchen, die Bremer
Stadtmusikanten, etc. Germany-the
land of Goethe and Faust and
Werther and Dichtung und Wahrh ei t. We saw the ruins of the
Goethe-Haus and Goethe-Museum in
Frankfort and noted that laborers
were at work reconstructing both.
The bust of Goethe is still on the
mantle-piece flanked by busts representing Goethe's father and mother.
Germany-the land of other great
authors like Schiller (one beautiful
monument of Schiller stands wholly
undamaged in front of a completely
bombed out museum here in Munich), Kleist (in Berlin we ate dinner
in that high-class hotel on the Hannsee, and I thought of Kleist the
dramatist who drowned in this lake),
Hebbel, Paul Heyse and his circle
here in Munich, and such story tellers as Felix Dahn, Friedrich Gerstacker, Gustav Freytag, and so many
others. But Germany also, in which
Luther's reformation flowered and
brought forth fruit which abides to
eternity and which the good Lord
has so bountifully poured into the
lap of American Lutheranism. We
stopped at Friedberg and read the
inscription informing the generations
that Luther spent a night here when
he returned from Worms. We stopped
in Augsburg, found the house of the
Fuggers, read the inscription which
perpetuates their contributions,

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Dr. 0. P. Kretzmann
Valparaiso University
Valparaiso, Indiana
Dear John:
Here we are in Miinchen at the
hospitable home of Chaplain John
Gaertner for a few days of respite
following the exhausting experiences
of the first eight-day session at Bad
Boll. We return to Bad Boll on Tuesday for the second and third sessions between which there will be
no recess. After Bad Boll I hope to
go to Switzerland (two weeks), Rome,
England, Amsterdam, Paris, and embark on the S.S. America Sept. 2 for
the "land of the free." My heart
thrills even now at the thought of
being permitted to steam past the
statue of Liberty into New York harbor and once more to embrace my
good wife and some of my children
who are planning to meet me. One
must be in Europe to know how good
God has been to America.
Germany-a riot of thoughts surges
from my heart when in an hour of
quiet contemplation I am really conscious of where I am. Germany-the
land of the Lieder composed by
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crossed the street, and were still able
to see clearly on the only remaining
wall of the Fugger home fragments
of the paintings which depicted the
great event in Augsburg in July,
i530. Emperor Charles V is still seated on his throne in a long flow·
ing white garment, and Chancellor
Briick in front of him, a little to the
left, is still reading the Augsburg
Confession. But the wall bears all
the scars of heavy bombing, the wind
and the rain beat through its gaping
windows, and a swift current of air
will make also this historic wall
topple to the sidewalk below or onto
the ruins inside the remaining enclosure.
Germany-the land of quaint villages centuries old. Nothing is old
here unless it dates back to Roman
times. The streets are winding and
narrow. A pile of fertilizer (I mean
manure) in front of every house. The
larger and higher the pile, the richer
the owner of the home. And a pump
right next to the pile from which
the precious juices flowing into a
reservoir below the pile are drained
and fed into a vat resting on a farm
wagon. It is this manure juice more
than any other factor, so I was told,
which keeps the land productive.
The smell of this juice is not exactly
agreeable, but hardly worse than the
stench emanating from the stockyards in Chicago. Storks are still
building their nests on top of church
steeples. Grown-ups and children are
still sitting in the windows and star·
ing out into space. The Hansels and
Gretels still look up to you with
their clear blue eyes, their rosy cheeks.
their blond hair. And, occasionally,

•
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one sees Herman and Dorothea walking arm in arm along the road out·
side the village and apparently whispering to each other, "Ach dasz sie
ewig griinen bliebe, die sch~ne Zeit
der jungen Liebe." And the Lerchen
still sing the accompaniment.
Germany-the land of polarities.
Here there are at least two opposite
views to every question, and it seems
so hard for the Germans to bring
them together. They almost delight,
so it seems, to sit right in between
these extremes and like the child in
the swing to be tossed forward and
backward to giddy heights. If they
happen to fall out, they climb right
back in and go through the process
once more. One must see this phenomenon in operation. In one long
sentence which keeps you in breathless agony until the end, the professor develops both thesis, antithesis,
and synthesis. You slide down the
thesis with him-that's easy; then you
laboriously climb up the antithesisthis is exhausting; and then you land
with him into the synthesis-you
don't know exactly where and what
it is and whether it really bridges
both thesis and synthesis but you go
along because after a little experience you find that it makes not the
least difference whatsoever whether
the synthesis is flanked on both sides
by thesis and synthesis or not, and
you rest very comfortably. I should
illustrate this process. But as I now
examine my notes, I find that I
missed either the thesis or the antithesis or the synthesis, and in most
every case I would not dare to charge
the professors with having been careless in the presentation. For I did
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discover that these professors possess
a Konzentrationskraft coupled with
das pri:izise Wort which not one of
my many teachers possessed in that
degree except one-and he was a German trained in German universities.
I mention all this because I believe
it may contribute a little toward
helping one to understand Romantik
and Dialektik and such stock terms
in German thought as Ereignis, Aktuell, Spannung.
PAUL

M.

BRETSCHER

A PERFECT DAY
(Pages from a European Diary)
What a day this July 25, 1948! The
Savior said, "Sufficient unto the day
is the evil thereof." It seems to me
there was no evil on this July 25,
at least not as far as I was concerned
with it.
We got up reasonably early on this
beautiful Sunday morning. Breakfast
in the mess hall of the Graf Zeppelin
Hotel in Stuttgart. Decided to attend
divine services at the Markus-Kirche,
one of the very few churches in
Stuttgart not damaged by the war.
When we arrived at 9: 15, the bells
were already ringing. Only a few
people were present. But the bells
continued to ring until 9:30 inviting
people to church. And by 9:30 the
church was filled with worshippers.
We looked them over. They were
mostly adults in the upper decades.
Nearly all wore dark and somber
clothing~ much of it shabby and
worn. But all listened with obvious
intent to the introductory sermon
of their new parson who had come
from Silesia where, because of the

war, he had lost his home, his church,
and his congregation. Like Paul in
Athens, so this preacher was wandering about in Stuttgart and noting the
altars erected to false gods. But like
Paul also he was determined to make
known to the people in Stuttgart the
unknown God.
Dinner in the officers' quarters in
Vaihingen-a typical American Sunday dinner. In our company there
were friends who were kind to us
beyond words, brethren in the faith,
all in the employ of the American
military government. I must recall
their names: Dr. and Mrs. Karl J.
Arndt, Dr. Steiner, Chaplain and
Mrs. Herman Heuer, Chaplains Kasper and Harms.
After dinner we drove out to Ti.ibingen, famous university town about
thirty-one kilometers from Stuttgart.
When we arrived at the University,
Dr. Adolf Koeberle met us and
showed us the school. Though not
particularly pretentious according to
American standards, the buildings
eminently serve their purpose. Stately simplicity combined with solidity
of structure and well planned distribution of floor space compensate for
what the exterior perhaps lacks. On
one wall I noted the hundreds of
volumes of Migne's Patrologia in a
well-bound edition. The library of
the divinity school (evangelical) is
small according to American standards, but only a casual glance at the
shelves informs one that every one
of these volumes is essential for theological research. What a joy it must
be to study in that New Testament
room with all the source materials
necessary for New Testament study

l
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right on the shelves around you! No
standing in line at the charging desk
and no palpitation caused by that
anxious concern whether the book
you want and must have is in. In
Tiibingen the books are always in,
always there on the shelves in the
room where you expect to find and
use them. Not the number of volumes makes a good library, but the
number of grundlegende W erke and
their immediate availability.
We leave the University, get into
our cars and let Dr. Koeberle show
us the way to the home of Mrs. Kittel, wife of the recently deceased Dr.
Gerhard Kittel (died July u), editor
of the indispensable and stupendous
Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament. I had the privilege to
express to Mrs. Kittel our sympathy
as well as that of my colleagues and
students in the States. Mrs. Kittel
again and again broke into tears as
she told us about the last years and
days of her beloved husband, but
with Christian fortitude she resigned
herself to the will of the heavenly
Father. We looked at recent pictures
of Dr. Kittel, at his library of some
5,000 volumes and 5,000 pamphlets,
and received from Mrs. Kittel a few
valuable reprints of some of Dr. K.ittel's articles. With Mrs. Kittel we
rode out to the cemetery where I
had the honor to lay a bouquet of
beautiful flowers on the grave of the
sainted Dr. Kittel.
Returning from the cemetery, we
stopped for an afternoon Kaffee at
the lovely home of Dr. and Mrs.
Koeberle way up on a hill overlooking the Neckar down below. The
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Germans like beautiful scenery and
are ready to go to great lengths to
have it even though they may have
to put up with many a discomfort.
Dr. and Mrs. Koeberle were unspeakably kind and gracious hosts. At the
table we met Professor Otto Nickel,
who has taken over the assignment
to complete Kittel's W orterbuch, and
Dr. Rauernfeind, who will assist him.
We were back in Stuttgart at 6:30·.
Through the courtesy of Mrs. Arndt
we received tickets for a play at a
theater known as Die Mi:iusefalle.
The play was a brilliant satire on
German life since the collapse. We
did not get many of the allusions and
innuendos, but judging by the response of the German audience, the
play was a tremendous success.
After the play we all stopped in at
285 Am Kraherwald, the hospitable
home of Dr. and Mrs. Arndt, for a
late evening snack and a review of
our day's experiences. Then back to
the hotel, where we arrived at midnight. But the greatest thrill was yet
to come. I had arranged with the
telephone company to put through a
call to my wife in the States. I paced
the floor in anxious expectation.
Proll)ptly at 12:30 came the nod from
the man at the desk that I retire to
booth one. I held the receiver to my
ear, listened, and there was the voice
so dear to me, "Hello, Paul, this is
mother, can you hear me?"
I stole upstairs to the third stage.
As I recall it now, my last thought
before I fell asleep was, "God be
praised. It was a perfect day."
PAUL

M.

BRETSCHER
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background and caught the spirit
of the CRESSET must note the pass- of Dante's poem with a remarking of a beloved colleague, the able freshness. As summer draws
Rev. H. B. Hemmeter.
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